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endments proposed 
ewspeak Constitution 
I Name and Purpose 
Section 1. This organization shall be 
as the WPI Newspeak Association 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute. 
Section 2. It shall be the duty of the WPI 
Association to publish the 
known as the WPI 
II Membership 
WPI Newspeak Association shall 
of any number of men or women as 
lbOIVKIEM:I below: 
Section 1. There shall be at least one 
lllllifnr.tn •• r..,,i .. t,· however, there may be no 
than two Editors·rn·Chtef. There shall 
at least one News Edttor and one 
res Editor or at least one News Editor 
one Features Editor or at least one 
Features Editor; there shall be at 
one Photography Editor, there shall be 
least one Sports Edttor; there shall be at 
one Business Manager. All of the 
may have more than one person in 
position if so desired. The above 
-.embers. called Senior Members, com 
Editonal Board of the WPI 
PIIWSIP81:tk Association. 
2. There shall be at least one 
WAllvA1rti~inn Manager; there shall be at least 
Graphics Editor; there shall be at least 
Circulation Manager. There may be up 
many as six editorial assistants known 
Associate Editors. All of the above shall 
known as Assoc•ate Members. 
Sect1on 3. There may be any n~.:mber of 
••Xlrtlug and other staff who have fulfilled 
ents for membershiP as 
Article IV. All of the above shall 
Writers and Staff. 
Ill Voting 
Section 1. 
A. Annual Elections. 
1. The Editor lsl·in Chief shall have five 
votes each. 
erica, the sociable: 
2. The remaining members of the 
editorial board as defined in Article II shall 
have three (3) votes each. However, in 
positions where there is more than one 
person, three votes shall be divided among 
those members in that position. 
3. Assoc1ate Members as defined 1n 
Artic;le II shall have two (2} votes each. 
However, 10 positions where there Is more 
than one person, two votes shall be divided 
among those members in that position. 
4. The Writers and Staff as defined in 
Article II shall have one ( 1 l vote each. 
B. Editorials 
An Editorial shall be signed "The 
Editors" if two-thirds 12·31 of the Editorial 
Board present at makeup time sign the 
editorial. Otherwise, the names of those 
signing the editorial shall appear. 
Article IV Election and Appointment to 
Membership 
Section 1. A student is eligible to be 
considered a member as part of the Writers 
and Staff if in the opmion of the Editorial 
Board he or she has performed satisfac-
torily in service to the WPI Newspeak 
Association. 
Section 2. Associate Ed1tors will be 
appointed by the EditorlsHn-Chief subject 
to a majority approval by the 
Editonal Board. 
Section 3. The Advertising Manager, 
Graphics, Circulation Manager, and those 
members defined in Article II, Sect. 1 shall 
be elected annually by majority vote (see 
Article Ill, Sect. 1 for voting) of all members 
of the WPI Newspeak Association. Can· 
didates for these positions must have 
completed at least one year of service to 
the WPI Newspeak Association. The 
Editor(sl ·in·Chief may make exceptions to 
the rule if in his (their) opinion(s) a can· 
didate IS qualified to assume a membership 
position described above in this Section. 
An English point of view 
by Jeff Sleeman 
Something which really impressed me 
when 1 first came to this country was the 
friendliness of people such as shopkeepers, 
Wlitresses and bank clerks. Going into 
llltaurants, instead of, "Wot d'yer want? 
is off, chicken's off, chops is off, 
all gone and you'd better be 
'cos we shut in ten minutes", I still 
lnd it strange to be asked by the waitress. 
"Hi, how are you7'', something wh1ch 1s 
lddressed only to acquaintances •n 
England. Being a modest sort of chap, I 
cannot really behave that a complete 
ltranger can have a genuine interest in my 
wellbeing. I'm often tempted to answer, 
'Well, actually I've got a nasty dose of 
bubonic plague" or "We!l, I've just had my 
head amputated but otherwise .•• " but they 
1111/er seem to stay long enough to find out. 
All this civility is really rather a shock to 
the average Englishman. You see. what 
British indifference you know where you 
aand. You know damn well that you are 
going to get sausage, beans, spam and 
chips (french fries) whatever you do or :-aY· 
Ignoring one another IS part of the Bntish 
of life. Enter a railway carriage on the 
from Oor11ing on any weekday morn· 
ing and you find the air filled with the 
lhondering silence of London commuters 
stonily ignoring each other. To preclude the 
taint chance that there might accidentally 
be some form of contact, these determined 
genglemen religiouAiy erect stare-proof 
barriers of the London Times around their 
persons and continue thus until arrival at 
Victoria station. 
Even the most unlikely characters over 
here seem to go out of their way to be 
amicable. A particular security guard at the 
Smithsonian collared me between the 
Ch'ing and the T'ang and, for no appar-
ent reason, insisted that I hear a quick 
recitation of some poetry he had written. 
Why he singled me out for this honour I 
don't quite know. Perhaps he thought that I 
looked the type who would appreciate 
good poetry or, more likely, the only one 
daft enough, to stand and listen to him. 
I am, though, in grave danger of being 
corrupted. Being exposed to this un· 
natuf81 geniality for six months could have 
serious effects on my character and on my 
return. there is no telling what could 
happen. Just th1nk or all the trouble that 
could be caused by accidentally saying 
"Hello" to somebody in a bus queue. I 
should be the laughing stock of the village. 
Then there 1s the danger of being nice to 
the old lady in the post office. She would 
Immediately suspect something and 
probably call the police, fearing that I were 
an escaped lunatic. I shall have to be very 
careful. 
Perhaps I am being unfair to my fellow 
countrymen. In all honesty, most of them 
do, underneath it all, have a great deal of 
warmth and are, in fact quite sociable once 
you get to know them, it is just a question 
of dissolving the hard outer shell, most 
eff8C1ively done with a few large Scotch 
and sodas. I'm ready when you are. 
Where there is more than one person 
running together for the same position, 
they shall run as one candidate. 
Section 4. Nominations 
A. Nominations for elected positions 
stated '" Article IV, Section 3 shall be 
opened at least one ( 1) week previous to 
the deadline for nominations. 
B. Nominations for elected positions 
stated in Article IV, Section 3 shall close at 
least two !2) days prior to the date of 
elections. 
C. ElectiOns shall be held at least one !1 I 
week prior to the end of Term 8 , 
E. New members elected •n the annual 
elections shall take office at the end of 
lntersess1on. 
Article V Vacancies 
Section 1. In the event of a vacancy (due 
to resignation, etc.), with the exception of 
Editor(sl·in-Chief. the Ed•tor(sHn Chief 
shall appotnt a member who meets the 
qualifications (as stated elsewhere in this 
Constitution) to the vacant positions. 
Section 2. In the event of a vacancy of 
the Editor-in Chief where there IS ong1nally 
one Editor ln-Ch1ef, an election by all 
members of the WPI Newspeak 
Association shall be held to fill the vacancy. 
Nominations and elections may be carried 
out in as quick a manner as deemed 
necessary by the Editorial Board. In the 
event that there are two Editor(sl-in·Chiet 
Forum to be held 
and a vacancy occurs in one position as 
Editor-in-Chief, the remaining Editor·in-
Chief shall carry on alone. 
Article VI Duties of Members 
Sect1on 1. All members shall perform 
duties as outlined by the Editorlsl in-Chief 
with the following additions: The Business 
Manager, Advertising Manager, and Cir· 
culation Manager shall present to the 
EditorlsHn·Chief at the end ot each of 
terms A, B, C, and D an up to date 
statement of the Financial, Advert1smg, and 
C~rculation status' respecuvely of WPI 
Newspeak. 
·Article VII Dismissal 
The Edltor(sl·m-Chief shall have the 
powE!f to dism1ss any member of the WPI 
Newspeak Association if in his (the1r) 
opinion that member is not performmg his 
duties adequately. 
Article VIII 
Section 1. An amendment to this 
constitution may be made by a three-
quarters vote of the Association. 
Section 2. An amendment must be 
submitted m writing one week 10 advance 
of the date to be voted upon, and must be 
published once in WPI Newspeak previous 
to such date. 
Article IX 
The Constitution shall go into effect 
November 12, 1974 and shall be published 
in WPI Newspeak prior to Dec. 20. 1974. 
Women's housing discussed 
lhe Dormitory Committee has already 
started working on the housing proposal 
for the office of Student Affairs. One of our 
goals this year is to get as much student 
input as possible as early as possible so we 
aren't forced to make a last minute decision 
on partial information. 
On Thursday night, Dec. 11th, at 7:00 
p.m. there will be an open forum in the 
wedge. Myself, other members of the 
Dormitory Committee, Dean Sherer and 
possibly Dean Reutlinger w1ll be on hand to 
entertain the thoughts of the women on 
campus. We are particularly interested In 
your thought on guaranteed housing for 
women, coed dorm life and the possibility 
of an all female dorm. 
This is your chance to get mvolvedl 
Come and be heard" 
The Dormitory Committee will be holding 
other similar forums in the near future. 
Teacher of the year award 
byS.B. Fine 
Nominations are now open for the 
Teacher of the year award. They will close 
January 6, 1976. The teacher of the year 
award is an award given to the teacher 
thought to be most excellent by the award 
committee. Any student, faculty member, 
or alumnus may make a nommation. A 
statement with the nomination stating why 
the teacher deserves the award would be 
preferred but is not necessary. 
Any faculty member is eligible with three 
exceptions. No teacher who has received 
the award once may get lt again. No 
department head whose work load is less 
than 50 per cent teaching may get the 
" 
award. No award committee member may 
get the prize. The award committee 
members are B. Hoskins, F. Lutz, E. Ma, L. 
Schachterle, L. Wimmergren, and S. 
Jasperson, Chairmen. Also there are two 
student members, L. Hogsett, and M. 
Koronkiewiez. Former award winners are 
Hobart Newell, Kenneth Mernam, Harry 
Feldman, Claude Scheifley, Carl Meyer, 
Ralph Heller, Richard Cobb, C. William 
Shipman, Wilbur Bridgeman, Wilham 
Grogan, John Van Alstyne, Kenneth Scott, 
Robert Wagner, James Hagglund, and 
Romeo Moruzzi. 
The actual award is about $500 and a 
plaque. 
NEWSPEAK ELECTIONS 
will be held on Sunday, December 14, 
at 12 noon in the NEWSPEAK Office. 
I 
All nominations must be submitted 
by 4:00p.m. Friday, December 12. 
Only members of the association of 
one year's standing may be nominated. 
You must be present to vote. 
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Editorials: 
Student action 
last week there was another 1n a conunuing series of accidents at the corner of West 
St. end Institute Road. It seemli that someone, th1nk1ng themselves 1mmune to damage by 
other vehicles, disregarded the stop s1gn at the comer of West St. and proceeded to collide 
w ith a car coming down the h1ll on Institute Ad Fortunately, no one was hun this lime, 
unlike the last time this event occurred where a WPI student was seriously injured and 
required hospitalization. Although, in the past, there have been many effons on the part of 
WPI to close the part of the street that passes through the campus, we have always been 
unsuccessful. The reasons that are given seem to be all too lame for such a dangerous 
problem; the fact that it inconveniences a few motorists because of the constructiOn of 
Lincoln Square does not seem to me to be worth an injury or a deatl'l. and tl'le claim by some 
merchants that they have lost potential customers is statistically unfounded. In short, a very 
dangerous situation is being allowed to continue simply because people have been swayed 
only by the negative criticism of some residents. If the city will not listen to WPI as an in· 
stitution, then perhaps it will listen to some more of its residents - the students of WPI. All 
of us here contribute much to this city in the way of money, cultural awareness. and the 
anraction of people to the area because of WPI's standing in the academic community. We 
are bona-fide residents of the city and can register to vote l'lere if we choose. We must make 
the lawmakers in this city aware of this and use our personal influence to inform City Hall 
that this problem can't be ignored anymore. Write, call, get together with students but act 
now. Otherwise, it will take a fatality to convince someone that we should have done 
something " a long time ago". 
Rory J. O' Connor 
Meal tax 
November 19, 1975 an B per cent tax Went into effect on all meals served to customers. 
This includes restaurants and surprisingly enough college and other institution cafeterias. 
Students eating at the WPI cafeteria have already received their additional meal tax bill. But 
there hee been no greet uproet'. Students apparently do not mind paying for the luxury of 
81ting. There have been no letten to the editors and no great petitions demanding the end 
of the meal tax on cottege food. 
But c:ollege atudenta are being unfalrty treated by the state. The state colleges are 
trying to evoid peylng the tax by the argument that they are state owned thus exempt from 
the tax. If they get their exemption then only the private institution students will heve to pay 
the tax. Some student& eating cafeteria food are already exempt from the tax. Children 
8lting c.teterie food in public schooll do not pay the tax. What is the rationale behind this 
..emption? Ia it becal• the .c:hoola ere pYblicty owned? If this is 10, then the ~te cot• 
studentB deeetve their exemption. But thlt implies that they are somehow different from 
studentl who go to pYbllc tchoola. Wlwtt il that diffetence7 
About 180,000 people are college studenla in Meaachusetta. They spend a lot of 
money in this state. They pay the ..,_ tax and help support the college area shOplceepera.. 
They rent apartments and buy care and pey the gasoline tax. On top of that, the state now 
wants them to pay a tax to eat. That is quite a show of gratitude on the state's part. 
Of courae students are not heipleM. They showed that In the '60's. But maybe an unfair 
tax is to mundane an issue to get eJC.cited about. Students are obviously not concerned 
enough to &trite Of riot, but they do not even want to object. They are just going to sit there 
and let themsetwl be taxed for eating. 
The only people who have showed much concern over the meal tax are the ed-
ministratlon. They see the long renge aspects of the problem. They see that this is just one 
more expense which mekn elittle thought to go to college. So they fight it. But why don't 
the people directly effected, fight it? A letter to a Congretsmen might help. A spot on 
WBZ's COI'ltllmer report would be belt•. let someone in power know you do not like the 
meal tax. Don't just sit there, do IOmethingl 
... , . ,, Wllll ~ ..... ...__,_....o,_ 
,... li 1ftP'll1 . ,1 .....,..... ... 
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Letters: 
Accident changes view In 
To the Editors: 
In the past I have heard the stories and 
descriptions of many an accident at the 
corner of West St. and Institute Rd. and 
save one exception, they always seem to 
provida.,a <:huckle or at least a shaking of 
the head to hear about stupid and in· 
competent Mass. drivers ~auld be. 
In this past week, however, a few things 
have changed. First of all, I saw for rhe first 
time an accident at the comer (though 
there was a good amount of damage, lady 
luck still presided and no one was hurt) and 
second, I, myself, was nearly 41attened. 
While I was heading east on Institute Rd., 
someone driving a tank nonhbound on 
West thought they were lmperv~ous to 
accidents (although their car didn' t appear 
that way) and had a total disregard for the 
stop signs placed in his direction. After 
much squealing of tires and a little adept 
steering by at least one partY, an accident 
was averted by inches. 
In the Sept. 22nd issue, following an 
eccident in which a student was seriously 
injured and is to this day lucky to even be 
alive, George Hefferon, President of the 
Student Body, wrote an innocuous letter 
asking srudents atone to slow down and 
drive more carefully. For all other intensive 
purposes he has apparently done nothing. 
Does our student president think such 
problems warrant such little action, or in-
stead is this just an example of how 
determined and dedicated to his job he Is? 
The rul"nn(S floating around concerning lazy 
and high-handed executive council 
meetings ere not very complimentarv. 
NrN$11Hk in its Sept. 30th 181ue 
published what appeaf8d to be an eJC.-
tensively reseerched article and editoriel. 
What Is puzzling is why at the bottom of 
the Cd1tonal there appears to be ·onlv one 
editor who, accordmg to your published 
editonal policy, agreed w 1th the writer of 
the edllonal. Does tt take gutts to stand up 
to even the City of W orcester? Where 1ft 
the other people? One side note of inl8felt; 
the two editors signing it resigned in the 
next issue. Does this mean that Ne~ 
won' t support a closure petition? Wl!v 
haven' t the editors been more vocal, ewn 
leading a drive among students since no 
one else seems to want to? Imagine, 1 
crumby sound system has drawn f1)0II 
attention, more response than a studeflt 
nearly being killed. 
If you get your kicks out of standing aa 
the bridge in the winter and watching cart 
slide down the h1ll, through the intersectioll 
backwards, and totally out of control yau 
deserve whatever comes to you. With thl 
recent council elections in Worcester I six of 
the nine councilors did not retum to officii 
and with an accident rate spiraling ,.. 
than our tuition bills, it presents a good 
opportumty to have the students of 1llil 
schoo1 organize themselves for once_. 
Pretent to the Council our opinions. -
people, I'm sure, want that road c1oe11t. 
They remember (except maybe the frelh. 
man clasal when it was temporarily clolld 
and should agree that it was much benlr 
that way. The only thing is that there ill 
lack of student leadership on this ~ 
Starting with inept eta. rep · 
and a Leckadaalcal student president to 
editOfS who couldn't even muster ~ 
support to print a weekly calendlr. 
Hopefully the new management wll.- • 
show some signa of leadership. If not. I 
think I'll leave this place. 
ThomasS.~ 
Another point of view 
To the Editors: 
I am responding to • lettef by Mr. Chuck 
Gammel in the lest issue of N.wspHJc. I'm 
sure that Mr. Gammars letter educated the 
fiVe Of six non-student government people 
that glanced at it. Fof th<lse few people I 
would like to offer another view point of the 
same iuues. 
Yn, as Mr. Gammal st.ted, there nae not 
been a meeting of the Class of 76 fOf some 
time, but why should there be? I have been 
present et every class meeting and never 
more than a handful of the same people 
show up. So it's a rather ridiculous Idea to 
even consider a meeting. I feel lynne 
Buckley and Jim Wall (pasi representative) 
have done a good job of gamishing student 
opinion without a meeting. If students 
don't want to know who their repreaen-
tative is, who are we to shove it down their 
throats. 
As the proposal for a student Govern· 
ment information pf0Qf8m, Chuck is 
correct, we can't do such a thing because 
we are busy. We are busy because of other 
activities and the urge to graduate. I and 
most of the other members of the student 
government are involved in many various 
activities on this campus. By doing this we 
probably come in contact with more 
students than we could standing behind a 
table In the Wedge ... 
The fact that all the seniors in Student 
Government are involved around campus. 
Interpretation 
To the Editors: 
In the Oec. 2 issue of Newspeak, an 
article was pub lised in w hich Mr. Richard S. 
Holmes cleverly sought to lead us to the 
"logical" conclusion that is is stupid to take 
the Book of God as it is. Quite unlike the 
vast majority of Bible-hating skeptics who 
have not even read the Bible for them-
selves, he seems to havo actually read 
most, if not all. of it. 
Ne cited two verses to show the sup-
posedly m1sleading teachrngs of the 
Scriptures Leviticus 1:6 says, "And the 
hare, because he cheweth the cud, but 
divided not the hoof; he 1s unclean unto -
you . And since the hare does not chew the 
cud, the Bible is wrongl But the (truth IS 
that the Hebrew word amebeth is one of 
mak• them prime candidates fCK ''Wb6't 
who". I don't peqonally agree with II • 
Mectiorw but who am I to question. I ._. 
thlt we did select. on the most part. _. 
dividuala that can balance their ac:adenjr. 
social and peraonellives better than mall 
11udenta. 
To the question of the C~. 
r8f)l'el8fltetive election, Chuck failed ID 
mention that he could not produce ... 
stentill evidence to auppon any ar -" 
claims. T~ ~ posttfS around and 4 
aaaume everybody can read. Chuck .,. 
been Commuter Repfesentative for dl 
past seven months so if the commuters .. 
unaware of the position. that doeM'I 
reflect well on his work. If someone Wll 
not allowed to vote becauae there were IICII 
on the Student Affairs list. that aeema • 
suppoft the integrity of the ind~ 
wonong the election. I can't help walt' 
daring if Mr. Gammal had not lost till 
election, would still attack the system? I 
doubt itl 
Mr. Gammal, I applaud your attemptl• 
generate psych in a dead student body end 
I ' trust your efforts will not be abatlll 
regardless of lack of an official positiaL 
After aU, you can follow in the footsteps d 
another individual who like yourself, was • 
unofficial spokesman of the students; MJ 
Bob Fried. 
John J. Smith 
uncertain ) derivation, rarely appearing Ill 
the B1blical record. A rnebeth seems to have 
the connotation of long ears, hence the 
translators simply put it as the hare. The 
New American Standard Version even 
translates it as the rabbit. So the apparelll 
error hero docs not anse from the ong10al 
B1blical record but from the translators' 
mab1lity to get the true meamng of me 
Hebrew word srnebeth. 
Then I Kings 7:23 says, " And he made a 
molten sea, ten cub1ts from the one bnm to 
the other: tt was round all about, and hiS 
helg~t was five cubits. and a line of thirtY 
cubits did compass it round abouL 
Therefore, the Word of God falsely teaches 
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tters: 
Interpretation 
pi equals three exactly! However, how 
Holmes sure that the brim was a 
circle. When we say that the earth 
do we necessanly mean that it is 
.. _ ... ""'"v spherical? 
The skepuc th1nks that those of us who 
"believe In the absolute veracity of the 
do so in spite of the facts, but he is 
Taking the Bible to be of human 
origin, and hence fallible, presents far more, 
111(1 much greater difficulties than taking it 
., be of divine origin and hence infallible. 
How does he account for the fulfilled 
l•oph,ec~as of the Bible if it is of human 
How does he account for the 
•~~•rvEtlotJs unity of the Book? How does he 
for its inexhaustible depth? How 
he account for its unique power in 
bankrupt, rebellious .ainners like 
to God? 
There Is no need trying to misconstrue 
true teachings of God's Word just to 
the start( reality of the problem of sin. 
all, the main emphasis of the Bible is 
so much on man's hideously linful 
(true ei that itl 88 It is on what a 
God has done to redeem His totally 
r-..... ..a.~~~~ntveiCJ crown of creation, man. 
And the Gospel is not JUSt "good ad-
vice", it is Good News the good news of 
pardon and reconciliation to God. " ••• God 
was in Christ reconciling the world to 
Himself, not counting their trespasses 
against them, and He has committed to us 
the word of reconciliation" (II Corinthians 
5:19). The LOrd Jesus Christ wants you to 
know that God has provided a way 
whereby He does not hold your sins against 
you any more. "For God did not send the 
Son into the world in order to judge to 
reject, to condemn, to pass sentence on -
tha world; but that the world might find 
salvation and be made safe and sound 
"through Him" (John 3:17). And the sin 
that sends man to Hell is not simply an act 
of deed such as lying, stealing, cheating, 
having sex outside marriage, etc. Rather, it 
is that of rejecting the Lord Jesus Christ. 
"And when He comes, He will convict and 
convince the wot1d and bring demon-
stretion to It about sin ... because they do 
not believe on Me - trust in, rely and and 
adhere to Me" (John 16:8,9). What Is the 
sense In refusing to accept such a great 
pardon?" 
Livingstone Ablfi 
posed amendments 
the Editors: 
with the ballot for aociel Cha1rman 
Thursday each voter wiH be asked to 
on proposed amendments to the WPI 
Body Constitution. These changes 
placed on the ballot by the 
--u"'"' Council. A two-thirds majority 
cast in a general election is necessary 
the ratifiCation of theee changes. I urge 
voters to vote yes on all these emend-
An affirmative vote on the amendments 
change the number of signatures on a 
.n•llllit1•n to 26 to be a candidate for all 
exeept those of Pret~t. 
and Social Chairmen, win en-
•nc•e new people to become involved in 
changes and in the names of the 
arid FOod Committees to Residence 
and Dining Hall Committees, 
.aer:tlllerv: and the deletlon of the phrase 
gives the Executive Council the 
power to decide the winners of elections in 
case of a tie. The propoeed changes in titles 
of the Committees is intended to better 
describe their function, and the change In 
election procedurE> removes the power of 
the Executive Cou'\CII to decide something 
which aould be decided bV the electorate in 
a general election. The proposed change 
dealing with the Academic Committee, 
while it makes only one major change in ita 
structure is a V88t improvement over the 
current article. That structural change 
would give thil committee the ~lity 
of aelecting its own chairman. ' 
The formal presentation of the proposed 
amendments may be found In last week's 
issue of NttwspHI<, and any questions may 
be directed towards eny member of the 
Student Government. Once again I urge all 
voters to vote in favor of the proposed 
amendments . 
George Hefferon 
C Corner: 
eta Psi 
Beginning in the fatl of 1975 It was 
~nlzed that thent wae a profound need 
•gather together In the spirit of friendship 
ttl men and women of the WPI Coin-
•mity. Recognizing thil need a amen 
fOUp of WPI women were welcomed into 
.. developing Zeta Pal Colony as sitters. 
Through a long and difficult period of 
llnaition many questions were answered, 
lit many still remain. Our support as a 
fOUP has come from each o1her. From the 
'nowledge that we could soon welcome 
llllny more Into our circle, we now state 
11t ideas and Invite you to consider them. 
The need for women to feel more at 
Lambda Chi 
On Saturday, November 22. at 1:00 p.m., 
ie brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha, held 
llelr annual "kidnap." Dressed as "Mafia 
111nroat.,.,., " we kidnap the Presidents of all 
haVI Becker Junior College dormitorieS. As 
e thl IInSon. the residents of each dormitory 
1111 '-ing a variety of food to our house, in 
even Cider to claim their respective pres1dents. 
renl This event is planned In advance with the 
glnll and they work very diligently collect· 
ptors' rig the food, door to door, from Worcester 
f thl ltsidents, and also from various 
tiiW!tinj:!,t::c::~oq This was the second year we 
event. and both years were a 
tcornni'AtA success Last year we grossed 
$1,200 dollars worth of food, and this 
, we obtained 4,900 lbs. of food, valued 
$1 ,800. 
The kidnap waa run as a contest between 
home - comfortable in knowing that they 
truty belong was our first consideratic~. 
Concerns such as who, how, and when 
began to mett with time. Who is IIIII the WPI 
Community - How ie with hard work end 
understanding - and When is today. 
For those women who are interested In 
our friendship and in striving to help us 
answer those questions - we invite you to 
meet with us. Thank you for giving us your 
time! 
Meeting: 32 Dean Street - Zeta Psi 
Monday, Dec. 15th from 7·10 p.m. 
Questions can be addressed to: Zeta Psi -
753-9843. 
the Becker dormitories, and three trophies 
were awarded. The points were tabulated 
at 5:30 p.m., and were based on net 
weights of food per girls in each dormitory. 
Saturday evening, a party was held in 
honor of all the panicipants of the "kid-
nap," and the trophies were presented. 
First place was won by Colton House; 
second place, Maple Hall; and third place, 
Symonds Hall. The food collected was 
donated to the Fnendly House of Wor-
cester, and to the Salvation Army. It was 
then distributed to the elderly and under-
privileged in Worcester. prior to Thanks 
giving, so that many happy families were 
able to enjoy an unelCpected Thanksgiving 
dinner. 
Brlannmura 
Poor beast 
To the Editors: 
The poor horse died long ago with the 
first bearing 1t received. Now. though, I find 
that it is necessary to return to the Pub 
stereo controversy, on the heels of Gary 
Dav1s, just to kick the bloated carcass one 
more time. Even after setting as•de all of 
Gary's personal opimons and Godly 
JUdgements, there are a number of 
statements which are simply incorrect. 
Hung on the wall are seventeen cabinets, 
not "ten (or sol." This is easily verified. The 
reason a mixer was not purchased Is that 
GOHPEC already owned one sufficient for 
the job. Microphones are easily borrowed. 
Gary contends that better components 
are available for the same price. While 
"better" Is cenainly a personal opinion, 
specifications are available for comparison. 
Nonetheless Gary appears to be unaware of 
the fact that the essential equipment we 
now have I power amp, pre amp) is the best 
available for any amount except the highest 
price (which would approach, easily, the 
two thousand dollar figure). For the 
amount we paid there would be no sense in 
making do with less quality for the sake of a 
hundfed (or twol dollars. Gary's statement 
that the tape decks are not high enough 
quality is totally unfounded. (Students will 
not be allowed to use the system for their 
own pu{J)OMI but only for the benefit of all 
students. People have been trained In the 
art of tape l'lllklng and aeveral tapes have 
already been produced. The amount of 
time required to make a single tape il quite 
substantial. I 
The "idiot box" which Gary claims is 
nonexistent has, in actuality, been installed 
and in use for qu1te a while. The power amp 
supplies enougll power to attain the 
1naximum volume desirable to anyone's 
ears. 
The stereo does indeed sound better at 
greater volumes: details of the music are 
easier to hear and the Inherent distortion of 
the power amp Is proportionately lees at 
greater power levels. llf I may be allowed to 
cast stones without malicious intent, I 
would like to make a personal observation. 
People who attended the student talent 
night in the Pub last Thursday were 
listening, somet1mes, to records played 
through the stereo elecmcat components 
and broadcasted through the lens and 
Lights speakers. The d1sc jockey MC 
himself a third pan totally uninformed 
about the campus controversy, mado at 
least a couple of comments about the 
quality of the resultant sound. At least I'm 
not the only one with thA ··worst ears in 
New England" - there are probably a lot of 
us now) 
Finally, it IS appropriate to end this 
thopefully the last of my attempts ro make 
the dead horse stand up by beating him) 
with a return to a point made in one of the 
social committee's first arguments at the 
beginning of the school year. The "Im-
possible Dream" of having nobody living 
on the first floor of Alley is not Jerry 
Foratater's, but mine, and it a dream that 
was also shared by the firm of Charles A. 
Moore Associates, Architect and Plannera. 
Charged with the duty, in 1970, of studying 
the lnstitutae uae of available apace, they 
were the fi,.t to recommend that the fim 
floor of Riley be used for something other 
than living apace. It was their auggeetion 
that the Student Affairs Office should be 
relocated there. Of course the housing 
situation may have changed eomewhat, but 
so has the 5ituation with the Pub. Even if 
the Student Affairs office itself was not 
moved out of Boynton, there are plenty of 
Student Clube and organization's (the 
Social Committee mcluded) which 
desperately need office apace. A solution 
Including these alterll8tivea ia certainly 
within the grasp of the administration, wt>re 
they really interested in keeping the 
students fairly satisfied. 
Rusty Hunter 
Social Co-Chairman 
lOP PRACTICE TEACHING PROJECT for Term• C71 •nd 
078 (one-half. two-thlrda or two-thlrda. one-third credit 
dlatrlbutlon). 
' 
Teach Where - Paxton Center School ( TIWn•port•tlon 
Required). 
Teach What - Principal reaponelbillty In SCIENCE, aide In 
math. social atudlea. communication. and-or your 
specialty. 
Grade Levell - Elementary School. Levela K-6. 
For more information, contact: Profeuor Berka. GH 101 . 
. 
WPI Jail Teaching Project 
Any atudenta intereeted In an lOP Involving teaching 
aclence or literature at the Worceeter County Jail during 
Term• C and 0 thla aprlng. pleaae ••• Prof. Schachterle 
(Alden Memorial). Steve Walz (Box 21•) or Mark Knights 
(Box 688). 
. 
PLANT BOUTIQUE 
Friday, December 12 
In the Wedge 
1 0:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
JEIIEIIW BOUTIQUE 
/11 "'' WEllE 
9:11J •.•. , f:IJIJ , ••• 
·-
\ ~~~C:-" .. 
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Student Government 
Social Committee chairman 
Chandeck-Curdo 
We, Paul Curdo and Adolfo "Fito" 
Chandeck, would like to let the students 
know of our canchdacy for Social Com-
mittee. We realize that the job will require a 
lot of time and hard wortc. We also reali:te 
that at any particular event, not everyone 
will be satisfied, but we will try to schedule 
as much of a variety to please as many 
people as possible. 
Paul h&s been involved in many aspects 
of the music fleld, i.e. booking and 
scheduling of various musical events. as 
well as being a music1an-performer himself. 
Fito has maintained the financial 
responsibility and upkeep of the Camera 
Club. 
We feel that Chuck and Aaffi, as J.P. 
Committee . Co-Chairmen, have a 
responsibility first to the Junior class. We 
ar• not questioning their ability as Social 
Committee, but they may be overburdening 
themselves. 
Cunneen-Cunningham 
We are Bill Cunningham and Bob 
Cunneen and we are candidates for the 
office of Social Chairmen. This office is 
responsible for the expenditures of 
tff1 ,250.00 • for live and recorded en-
tertainment at WPI, for organiz.ir;; the 
entertainment schedule, for reporting of 
financial exi)enditu,.. to the student body, 
end for representing the committee on the 
Executive Council of Student Government. 
We are well aware of the responsibilities of 
this office. 
A perennial problem of the committee is 
the lack of student input involved in the 
committee. While we can't promise 
miracles, we think we can Improve the 
communications between the committee 
and the student body. A Possible solution 
will be to have periodic meetings to 
evaluate the past and prOposed social 
committee budgets and schedules. If we 
start early next term thtra will be plenty of 
time to plan out the budget and calendar 
for the coming year. 
While the Pub Stereo Oillemma hes 
clouded the social committees 
achievements, the activity calendar was 
oacked this veer. During the tenns A & 8 
approximately $37,000 was spent on live 
.,..tert.alnment including eight concerta, a 
circus and a theetrical prOduction. Not in-
cluded In thila figure were 10me of the 
bands in the Pubs. Another $2000 was 
spent on recorded entertainment in the 
form of thirteen movies and videotapes on 
WPIC. In addition to theM, Spectrum and 
Cinematech provided entertainment It 
least once a week. As an alternative to this, 
we would like to see increased reguler 
entertainment in the Pub (bands on the 
weekends, folksingers on weelmights, 
Bump and Boogie, etc.) This kind of varied 
and inexpensive entertainment in addition, 
to the free movies and other things should 
be continued, hOwever we intend to make a 
special effort to produce at least one big 
concert during our term. 
We feel we are qualified to handle the 
job. Both of us have served on the Goat's 
Head Pub, Entertainment Committee 
IGOPHEC) for the last two y68ra. Bill has 
served on the Executive Council of Student 
Government for the last three years and 
also the Social Committee Security 
Committee. Bob is presently serving on the 
Board of Directors of the Pub, which 
decides all policies for the Pub. Please 
come by the Wedge on Wednesday be-
tween 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. and talk with us. 
If you like what you hear, please vote for 
us. Thank youl 
*WPI Statement of Uebilitiea, Social 
Committee Current Fund. 
D' Ambra-Hollisian 
After all, the critic:ilm which hal been 
made ebout the SociM Committee thia 
yeer, we hope a lot of people will ,..ize the 
Importance of the upcoming elections. It's 
time now to make eure that qualified people 
ant pieced In chirge of an oru-ntution we 
are all flnend8lly aupponlng. By qualified 
we meen thfee thinge, knowing what 
people around here went, kriowing whet'a 
poaible to have and knowing how to go 
about putting thinga on. 
As rnet'nbet'w of the Social Committee 
and this year's JP week-end co-
cheirpersona we have been able to get 
conaiderabty more ttwtn the aven~ge 
number of Idees and opinlone from peopte 
from all different aegmentl of this campus.. 
We feel that we h8Ye the best idea of whet 
you people want end the JP queationnaire 
we sent out and our recent cllcuslions 
with numerous tre.hmen wil give us an 
wen better idee. For example, the free 
movies this yell have ~ pretty popular 
for the amount of money they co.t to put 
on. We wHI be able to preeent a variety of 
music that, OWflll, will appeal to just about 
everybody lnsteed of the COMinuoua top 40 
and oldiee that entirely dominated aoclal 
committee event8 prior to this year. 
If the llmitationa of the Social Committee 
are recognized then reallatic Idees an be 
done right. It Ia apperent from aome of the 
reeponMS to the "'eationnaire tNit many 
people do not realize that ~ of the 
more popular bendlent far too expensive 
for us to book. And alrno.t all of the 
Herington concerts h8Ye la.t a lot of 
money. We'd like to aecrifice some of them 
in favor of several smaller things In Alden 
and the Pub. This way we can concentrate 
on providing entertainment for you, the 
people that alretdy paid for it. For big 
concerts we t.v. to count on lOts of 
outsidet'a to keep from loling even more 
money. To get them we have to spend 
more on t~ Hke radio spots and 
~urity. Alao, Harrington is a beaketbell 
court. The acoustlca are terrible ~ it 
wasn't designed for concerts. In Alden the 
acouatica are better, ptus everyone wiH 
have a seat in front of the ~· The beat 
part is that Iince we won't be losing t. 
tween $2000 and t5000 on one night, there 
wil be many more nigtrt. when thefe is 
aomething going on. 
The most important thing le to know 
what has to be done and the only way to 
find out is to do it. Between us we have 
wortted heavily on publicity and ~ 
crews • well as some things with tickets, 
security, clean-up and even recording ....,_. 
for the Pub. In other worda, there are few 
aspects of the Social Committ .. that we 
are not e)q)erienced ln. 
Please note that we won't be doing 
much campaigning for the electiona like 
plastering papers all over the place that sey 
"V018 for O'Ambra and Holllalan." Thla is 
because we're not ...Ung you to vote for us 
for littering the campus. We're asking you 
to make an lrrformed choice and vote tNa 
Thursday. Our candidacy rides on this 
statement and we witt be hanging erQUnd in 
the Wedge a lot if there's anything you'd 
like to talc about. 
These atatementa are printed •• received by NEWSPEAK 
from the cendldetea who submitted them. NEWSPEAK 
supports no apeciflc cendldetea in any campus election end· 
nothing should be inferred by the layout of thla page. 
Macfarland 
Every year at election time, I find 11 hard 
to believe that the students are not more 
concerned about the spending of more 
than sixty thousand dollars of their money. 
This is the amount that is spent every year 
by the Social Committee for entertainment 
of the Tech students. In essence, the 
decisions relating to the budgeting of this 
money are made by the Social Chairman 
yet only roughly thirty per cent of the 
students bother to vote In the electiOns 
yearly. This hardly seems like a 
representative portion of our student body. 
People continually complain about 
entertainment programming at Tech yet 
they do not vote in the elections every year. 
There are several important considerations 
in the selection of a Social Chairman. Being 
elected by the students, and apending 
student money, the chairman should Nve a 
very strong feeling of responsibility to the 
students. Furthermore, organi:tation and 
reliability are esaentail for a candidate. 
Experience with the Social Committee, 
however, is one of the most important 
factors. A new Social Chairman, urrfamiliar 
with the job, runs the risk of making costly 
mistakes. Previous experience with the 
Social Committee would help the chairman 
avoid errors, saving him time and saving 
the students money. 
Co-chairmanship was established aa 1 
precedent on this campus only three v.. 
ago when Jim Rubono and John Young 
ran together and won. Before then, the jala 
wh done by one man. Since then the ~ 
chairman position has been held by a.. 
other teams. Having worked extensively far 
both of these teams on an organizatio!W 
level, I have made several observatioos. In 
both ones, one man ended up doing "-
of the work. Furthermore, in both ~ 
minor personality conflicts between ~ 
chairman served as a source of aggravllioll 
and accounted for much loat time. Thirdlr, 
due to lack of communication, quite 
frequently things were either done twice • 
not done at all by co-chairman. For ._ 
reasons I feel that a single Social C~ 
who can properly delegate responsibility, 1 
at least as valuable as a co-chairman t-. 
The candidates will be in the wedge 
during the day on Wed{lesdav, 0~ 
1Oth to answer questions concerning thl 
poattion at Social Chairman. I hope I wl 
see students taking advantage of ..._ 
opportunity to meet the candidates q 
express their opinions. The elections are on 
"Thursday, the 11th an<l a decent tumout 
would help the entire student body. 
Social Committee Chairman 
The following candidate• will be available in the wedge 
for dlscusalon with the atudent body on Wedne•i:tey, 
December 10th from 10-2 p.m .: 
Adolfo Chendeck end Paul Curdo 
Bob Cunneen and Bill Cunningham 
Chuck D' Am bra end Reffi Holllaian 
Will Macfarland Jr. 
.. 
The election of Social Chairmen - Co-Chairman will be 
held on Thursday, December 11. VotJng will take place on 
the flrat floor of Daniela Hell between 10 a.m. end 4 p.m. AU 
full-time WPI undergraduate• are eligible to vote for thle 
very Important poaltlon. We urge each atudent to 
familiarize hlmaatf with the cendldet•. and taka a minute 
to vote on Thursday. The cendldet• for the office are: 
Adolfo Chendeck end Paul Curdo 
Bob Cunneen end Bill Cunningham 
Chuck D'Ambre end Reffl Holllalan 
Willard Macfarland, Jr. 
Is Your Brain Turning to Jello? 
The WPI Science Fiction Society will present three free 
mind hardening movies: 
- K-9000: A Space Oddity 
-Bred bury' a Ice rue Montgolfler Wright 
- Reflection• In Space 
at their next meeting on December 11 at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Library Seminar Room. All aentient belnga aa well •• the 
public are Invited. 
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NEWSPEAK 
Basic skills niiSS"i"ilg 
ICPSI - When college students were students in thetr freshman English classes 
the academic elite of their high school are not proficient 1n even the fundamentals 
classes, coll~e administrators and in· of grammar The remedial English or 
structors assumed that entering freshmen Subject A supervisor argued that this 
knew basic grammar and composition cold "illiteracy" was a "cultural problem, as 
Now with more high school students going students in an electronic society have little 
to college and admissions standards "'' chance to acquire reading-writing skills." 
Page 5 
Forest Service ? 
by Donald Monkerud 
~~Y schools loosening, college ad- According to the director of academic 
mm1strators are recognizing the existence programs at UCLA. the television society is • 
of a basic skills gap which handicaps many to blame for less educated college 
In the cities, the Image of the U.S. Forest 
Service is one of protecting wildlife 
planting trees and guarding agamst forest 
fires. But here in the woods of Nonhero 
California, Smoky the Bear has lumbered 
away. 
While the foresters are required by law to 
balance U.S. needs for lumber, recreation 
and wildlife protection, .the Forest Service's 
logging budget is almost twice that for 
recreation and wildlife combined. 
In a given year and assigns quotas to its 
local units. The local un1ts then find the 
trees and make them accessible to private 
loggers. In June 1975, they found 266 
million board feet of softwood for export 
from the Pacific Northwest, including 
Alaska - up 17.6 percent from June 1974. 
Fly~ng in small airplanes, Forest Service 
administrators take infra-red pictures of 
timber stands to locate the biggest trees. 
Years of intensive lumbenng have already 
removed most of the big trees from the 
li"le flat land existent in Northern 
California, and the rangers must now lool, 
to steep, remote slopes In back hills to meet 
current quotas. 
college students. students. "Students today are more 
Colleges and univefsities across the v~l.'' he sai~. "They don't read. They I 
country are setting up remedial programs don t have the written skills they once did. 
to meet the needs of students who find They're TV educated." 
mey have never learned how to write in But a recent report in the Christian 
complete sentences. Basic skills programs Science Mo~itor holds the whole college-
n more prevalent at two-year and onented SOCiety responsible for the lower 
community colleges, but the problem has level of skills of incoming freshmen. The 
~ surfaced at private four-year schools report states that many officials feel the 
which have traditionally drawn the cream reason for the student skills gap Is the fact 
of the high school crop. that the whole post-secondary education 
At the University of South Carolina system has become much tess elite. 
!USC I where lower SAT scores prompted a This has been particularty true in rectrnt 
remedial grammar claea called English 100 vears when many colleges have begun 
lhe admissions director blamed the iO: admitting students who would not have 
creasing popularity of college for met the minimum qualifications for ad-
decreasing proficiency in English skills. "A mission several years ago when the 
broader segment of people tal(ing the test com~tition for college space was f~ercer. 
results In a broader base of ability being For Instance, students with SAT verbal 
measured," he said, referring to the scores of 350 can be admitted to the 
declining SAT scoree. University of South Carolina, but 
The director of the English 100 program enrollment in a basic skills program Is 
II USC called the program "a survival required for freshmen with verbal scores 
course" and accused high schools of over- between 360 and 390. 
emphasizing literature at the expense of ~ltho~~ hundreds of colleges and 
p1mmer. "It isn't e1weys the studeflts' un1vers1t1es are making basic skills 
flult that they lack these skills," she said. programs available to their atudenr., it 1s 
"Moat atuden .. tell us that the last time often the student's choice to attend or not 
Nv had a grammar review was the eighth to attend. Unfortunatefy, many students do 
pete." not recognize their own needs for remedial 
Other university officials have different classes and apum them. There Is still a 
Pplanations for the under-educated stigma attached to classes which set out to 
college student. Jerome Weber, University do more than teach college studenr. skills 
College Dean at otclahoma Univer.ity, they should have acquired in secondary 
lttributed part of the probfem to the shifts schools. And many colleges which offer 
il high school goals from the three A's to basic skills classes give Uttle or no college 
II'IOre social and personal growth. credit for the ho~rs spent catching up. 
Ot~rs olai~ it was a problem unique But if the basic skills levels of incoming 
10 th• g8r14ntJOn which waa raised on freshmen continues to decline, students 
~ion and radio. Instructors at the !"'8Y rush to the remedial English courses 
UntverSity of California have reported that JUSt to Insure their survival in regular college 
classrooms. Confe~ence on hunger 
by Neil Klotz 
I CPS) - Austin, TX. "So our grains and 
beans go to feed cattle. So what? I love a 
good steak. Does anyone here eat steak?" 
Dead silence, Ron Knutson former 
'-iatant to US Department of Agriculture 
Secretary Earf Butz. had chosen the wrong 
ce to aoliclt steak eaters. The 500 
a+udents, professors and college ad-
lninistrators who gathered at the National 
University Conference on Hunger here the 
weekend of November 21, were not the 
CVPe to just fast a day for world hunger and 
lit it go at that. 
The conference aroee as a "call to 
~Wftectlon and action" to the hundreds of 
campuses that launched food action or 
hunger projects in coordination with either 
the Rome World Food Conference last 
November or Food Day last April. 
As a group the conference pe888d 
MIO!utiona supporting two bills In Congress 
Mlich would make the "right to food" for 
tveryone In the world a cornerstone of US 
policy. The conference also called on 
Congress to pase a fair food stamp act 
Which would not penalize the "poorest of 
the poor." 
little more than an hour of conference 
time was spent considering formal 
lllolutiona, however. For most of the 
W~kend, participants met in small groups 
With experts and fellow activists to consider 
the scope of the food problem and what 
ltrategles university people could un-
dertake using research, curriculum 
development, consumer action and 
political action. 
As it happened, the conference didn't 
need a "call to reflect," beCause one of the 
first things participants had to consider was 
one of the early prophets of the food action 
movement, Francis Moore Lappe, ad-
l'lllttlng that she had been wrong. 
In 1971, Lappe had been one of the first 
to point out that most of America's edible 
vegetable protein was wasted in the 
Process of feeding cattle: 16 lbs. of grain 
end bean protein fed to cattle produces 
only one pound of meat protein, she noted, 
lnd the other 16 ibs. became unusable for 
human consumption. In her book Diet For 
A Small Planet, Lappe had shown how 
non-meat foods could be combined to 
Produce h1gh-quality protein for human 
consumption, a strategy for eating "lower 
on the food chain." 
grain and bean protein fed to cattle 
produces only one pound of meat protein 
she noted, and the other 15 lbs. becam~ 
unusable for human consumption. In her 
book Diet For A Small Plsnet, Lappe had 
shown how non-meat foods could be 
combined to produce high-quality protein 
for human consumption, a strategy for 
eating "lower on the food chain." 
She ~ad not been wrong abou: her 
calculations of protein waste, Lappe told 
the conference, but about the idea that 
America's excess production of grain was 
the key to wor1d hunger. Actually, she said 
her research in the past four years had 
shown that hungry nations could feed 
themselves, but were prevented from doing 
so because much of their own protein "Was 
ex~orted to feed the cattle of the developed 
nations. 
Even in the height of the drought last 
year, the African Sahel produced enough 
food to feed itself, but much of it went to 
feed the cattle of the developed nations 
she said. ' 
"Hunger is only a symptom of a system 
that systematically creates hunger out of 
P~n!V," she said. The wealthy nations 
didn t have to feed the poor, they just had 
to get off the developing countries' backs 
Lappe commented. "People will feed 
themselves unless prevented from doing 
sd." 
A global definition of the food problem 
did not make strategies any easier to come 
by, however. 
Formal university structures and the 
academic community's emphasis on 
scholarly work often did little to help 
according ~o another keynote speaker: 
James levmso •• , a professor in the In-
ternational Nutrition Department at the 
M~~:u-chusetts Institute of Technology. 
I m worried when I hear colleagues say 
food and nutrition are rich areas for 
research," he said. "Often, they have no 
sense at all that what we're talking about is 
an ordeal for those involved." Instead of 
problem-solving and applied research, said 
lev1nson, many professors are encouraged 
to do work on the "conceptual framework" 
of hunger. 
!n _the Forest Service's plan, all currently 
ex1st1ng commercial timber in our national 
forests will be cut down within 125 years 
and trees just now being planted wiU the~ 
be ready for cuning. But there is a major 
flaw in the service's plan: The trees may not 
grow back at all. 
From the top of the fire tower in the 
KlamAth River area, one sees huge bare 
patches of land, covered only by bristly 
scrub brush, that scar the rolling sea of 
dark green evergreens. 
Seedlings planted to replace trees felled 
by logging companies have fallen victim to 
heat, mudslides, torrential rains and 
choking by the hard brush. These areas are 
added to the Forest Service's buldging 
"backlog" file. 
Forest rangers estimate that 8 million 
acres a year must be replanted for each of 
the next ten years to keep up with current 
cutting rates. Even essuming all seedlings 
will grow - and many areas have not 
grown back after two or even three con-
secutive replantinga - ~ntlng Is now 
several million acres behind schedule. 
Charged with &Ypervision of 35 per cent 
of the nation's standing commercial timber 
the 20,000 employees of the Forest Servic~ 
do no actual logging themselves. But they 
direct every phase of the logging canied 
out by private contractors. 
''We grow trees just like a farmer grows 
com," says a Forest Service administrator 
With Its concept of a "tree farm" th~ 
Forest Service treats its "crop" a~ in· 
ventory to be sold at will. In forest ranger 
lingo, forests have become "timber" tr ...... 
, rod • """" are rep uctlon" and wood is "lumber " 
Operating virtually as an agent for the blg 
logging companies, the Washington D.C. 
headquarters of the Forest Service 
calculates the amount of timber to be sold 
Conflicts of Interest also arise, noted 
ano~her speaker, when professors of 
nutntion and food double as consultants 
fo~.large food industry firms. 
We often find our professors' pearls of ~o~ are made out of artificial color and 
thlckemng agents,.. said Dr. Michael 
Jac~bson of the Center for Science in the 
Public Interest. While developing hunger 
and food courses were one strategy 
Jacobson felt that "prof88801'8 themsefv~ 
have a lot to team" and that "action was 
the best teacher." 
Next to developing ideas for action 
conference participants tumed much of 
their c_oncem to the coorrllnation of in-f~tion and support between their 
va,.oua groupe. 
"There wee a lot of representation from 
the grass r~ts level," said Peggy Ravich, a 
former Unrverslty of Michigan graduate 
. 
Once the trees are located, the foresters 
map out boundaries for cutting, build roads 
to bring the loggers and their equipment to 
the sites and drew up contracts to offer for 
sale. to the logging companies. During the 
cutt1ng, Forest Service officials oversee the 
site to regulate the dumping of waste in 
creekbeds, and let out separate contracts 
for clean-up afterwarqs. 
CRITICS 
Critics among local residents, living here 
In tiny hamlets and at remote farms and 
mining claims, contend that at each stage 
of these operations the Forest Service 
damages the forest and threatens their 
livelihoods. 
Streams are ftlled with runoff from 
muddy stripped slopes, killing fish; roads 
are covered over by land alidea below cleer-
cum; many areas are left bare and brush-
covered by excealve cutting; water 
sources are dried up when planting on 
ateep slopes stripe watersheds; and trees 
left on the ground after the logging ends 
are often wastefully piled and burned. In 
popular local liang, forest rangers are 
celled "piss furs" - after -a tree that cannot 
be used for anything. 
While most rangers occupy themselves 
with logging salea, a few are posted at 
stations to deal with the public. They hand 
out maps showing scorea of hiking trails 
unmalntained for years - and that omit the 
myriad of logging roads cutting through the 
forest. 
The Forest Service spends millions of 
dollars to b001t its Image as a defender of 
conservation. But a look at the statistics a 
drive through the backwoods or a chat wlth 
the locals tell a different story. 
student and one of the conference coor· 
dinatora. 'What the national organizations 
are beginning to do is feel out what in-
formation local groups want and not 
overlap in their own efforts. The direction 
has to come from the bottom up." 
One of the most important things the 
conference showed, said Ravich, was that 
students and local groups tied gone beyond 
an emphasis on the guilt feelings 
aaeociated with world food problems, an 
emphaals typified by the one-day hunger 
fast. 
"FMtlng is ok to raise consciousness" 
she said, "but euentlally it's a crutch th~t 
just alleviates guilt and doesn't get 
anything done. The whole idea of a 'crisis' 
pur. things in a narrow, short-term per-
spective. A lot of people are now starting to 
realize that some deep-rooted, long-term 
changes have to be made." 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
CHEMISTRY COLLOQUIUM 
Colloquium by Douglas T. Browne 
Scheduled for Wedn~sday , December 10 
CAl CELLED· 
LITERARY MAGAZINE 
Any. WPI _stud~nts interested In contributing to a Con-
sort1um-w1de literary magazine (now being formed as a 
Bicentennial project), please see Prof. Schechterle in Alden 
Memorial as soon as possible. The magazine will carry 
creative fiction, critical essays and some works of art. 
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---------------------------------------------------------------Interview schedule 
Tuesday 9 
21 • • Bell System · l ong lines 
2l Exxon Corporation & US Affiliates 
21 ••Torrington Company 
Wednesday 10 
21 Albany International Corporation 
21 Bell System · Long lines. 
1) • Buffalo Forge Company · 
2) Data General 
2) Exxon Corporation & US Affiliates 
21 Northeast Constructors 
1) • United States Army Material Command 
Thursday 11 
21 • •Allied Chemical Company 
3 ) Clairollncorporated 
1) Kemper Insurance Company 
1 I Norton Company 
BS MA: An Engineering Majors 
CH, PH, BU 
BS-MS CM, ME PhD CM 
BS ME, IE, MG 
BS-MS CM, ME, MG 
Second Day 
BS CE, ME, IE 
BS·MS CS, EE, IE, MG 
Second Day 
BSCE, ME 
BS EE, IE, ME, CM 
BS-MS CM BS ME, EE 
BS All Engineering Majors 
BS in All Engineering Majors 
TBA 
Fridey 12 
1) •All-A Division of Cutler Hammer BS-MSEE~~~~;;""-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
21 Ciba·Geigy Corporation 
3) Clairollncorpomed 
1 I • Naval Surface Weapons Center 
1 I United Illuminating Company 
Monday 15 
1 I • Fafnir Bearing Company 
1) Kendall Company 
3) • • Westinghouse Electric Corporation 
Tuesday 16 
1) • Cincinnati· Mllacron • Heald Corporation 
1) Kendall Company 
BS-MSCM, CH 
Second Day 
BS-MS EE, ME 
BSME 
BSME,MG 
BS All Engineering Degrees IE, BS, ME 
BS EE, ME, CM 
2) Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company 
21 • Sikorsky Aircraft 
BS ME 
Second Day 
TBA 
BS·MS ME, EE 
BS - All Majors (Check FIS) 
MS ME, EE 
Second Day 
1) Warner & Swasey Corporation 
3) ... We81inghouse Electric Corporation 
Crazy California 
opposed to 7.8 In the West. Finger poin-
ting, like gun pointing, is too simple," he 
said. 
For a free ~oklet on mtxology write,GIROUX, P.O.Box2186G, Astoria Station,NewYork, N.Y.lll02. 
• Gtroux ts a pr()ductof A·W BRANDS, INC. a subsidiary of IROQUOIS BRANDS L TO. 
!CPS) - Charles Manson, lynette 
Fromme, Sara Jane Moore, Patricia Hearst, 
Sirhan B. Sirhan, flower children, Zebra 
Killers and Orange County not· 
withstanding, California is not the " kook 
capital" of the world, according to several 
professors at Stanford University. 
The professors, queried by The Stanford 
Daily, generally cited the rootless pasts of 
many California citizens as the reasons why 
the state has a " wide variety of deviant 
sexual behaviors, political views and 
lifestyles." But they all maintained that 
California is no more dangerous than any 
other state. 
"To the extent that (mental hospital) 
bads reflect need, Californta is clearly less 
deviant than many of the finger-pointing 
regions of the East," agreed Stanford Law •-.,..----------------.:....--------~-----~ 
School Professor David Rosenhan. He, like 
" California does not have a monopoly of 
all the kooks," said psychiatrist Donald 
Lunde, who recently examined Patricia 
Hearst. "The highest murder rate is in the 
South - 1.2.9 per 100,000 individuals as 
.. 
Stanford psychologist lee Ross, balieve 
that the current spate of assassination 
attempts in the Golden State are individual 
attempts prompted by the media. 
"Such incidents are the price our society 
must pay for a free press," Rosenhan 
explained. " The fact that both occurred in 
California reminds me of the old adage, 'All 
Indians walk in single file, at least the Indian 
I saw walked in single file.' It would take 
quite a few more attempts to justify 
blaming the state." 
Anyone interested in working for NEWSPEAK please contact 
• Rory O'Connor at 753-1411 X-464 or write Box 2472. We want to 
involve more people in the production of this newsJNper. 
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Kudos, Kalish! 
by Msrk Wright 
The audience was for the most part 
enthusiastic and the actors exhausted, but 
Tartuffe left all with a feeling of questioning 
our societY and our values. The play, 
though written In the 16008, spoke to 
today's audience, thanks to the insights of 
director Eugene Kalish, including a 
humorous but forced comic piece on 
President Ford. However, for the most part, 
the performance was stunning. 
Ben Jacoba, as Taftuffe, ably presented 
his hypocritical character, preying on the 
kindness land gulllblenessl of Orgon, 
played by Herb Beall. He and his mother, 
Madame Pernella, played by Kathy Lyga, 
are so duped by Tartuffe's false piety that It 
almost results In the rape of his wife and 
the disinheritance of his son. Dorine, the 
maid (Eugenia Fernandez) comes to the 
rescue with her wit and cleverness and 
happily reveals Taftuffe as the hypocrite he 
is; but it takes the long arm of the king I Dan 
Robbins) to save the day. 
Everyone involved In the production 
deserves a round of applause for a 
devastating performance. With the 
inherent scheduling difficulties in college 
theatre, the result was seemingly im· 
possible. The set was simple yet entirely 
effective, and was enhanced greatly by 
using the Higgins Estate as a background. 
Rory O'Connor's lighting effects, while 
somewhat questionable. nonetheless 
provided a little brighter atmosphere. The 
audience loved the performance almost as 
much as the actors seemed to enjoy 
playing. 
Kudos Kalish! The best theatre ·1 have 
seen for quite a long time. 
Ironworks at Craft Center 
Ten artists are currently featured at the 
Worcester Craft Center's "Ironworks" 
exhibition, showing a wide variety of design 
and technique in forged iron. The exhibit 
continues through January 7 at the Craft 
Center Gallery, 26 Sagamore Road, 
Worcester, open Monday through 
Saturday, 9-6, and Sunday, 2~. 
With the background of the traditional 
blacksmith's tools and methods of 
operation, these ten artists employ the 
forge and the anvil to shape hot metals Into 
a myriad of forms and objects, useful or 
purely decorative, often whimsical, 
sometimes sculptural, but all showing 
unmistakably both the blacksmith's skill 
and artist's imagination. 
Commentary on life 
What's Teching? 
HOW COULD SUCH A THING HAPPEN? 
This is the comment that too many 
people have expressed regarding the stereo 
system which Jerry Foratater installed in 
the Pub with the help of $7300 of your 
money. Many students feel that the quality 
of the system is poor for any price, much 
less for a top-of-the-line system. 
Last week, I discussed the technical 
details of the ayatem, explaining to some 
extent why it does not fulfill the promise of 
the social committee's September 9th 
article lin NttwSP8Bid. It could appear that 
Jerry Fomater simply spent the money 
foolishly, without a clear idea of how a 
suitable system should have been built. I 
will go no further into the error of the 
system's contents; I now hope to examine 
the error of the system's purchase. 
When we ask how "It" haPpened, we 
must decide the path that "it'' followed. 
The purchase of the Pub stereo system 
could be seen as a aeries of careless 
blundel'$ made by totally unknowledgeable 
people, the conaequences of which just 
happen to leave no one accountable for the 
error. But it could be that the "errors" 
made in the purchase of the system were 
not the result of an over-zealous social 
committee, but rather the desire to help a 
friend. 
The 36 plus pages of receipts for the 
system are hard evidence, and they tell 
"what". But they don't tell "why''. Only 
people know that, and asking the ones 
involved resulted in contradictory and 
questionable answers. The account that I 
give here is what I have pieced together 
from discussion with the people involved. 
This account is not absolute fact. It is only 
Several of the exhibttors, notably Brent 
Kington of Illinois, Phillip Fike of Michigan, 
Gary Noffke of Georgia; Albert Paley and 
Thomas Markusen, both of New York, have 
been teaching at various universities in the 
field of metals for many years, and have 
been in the forefront of those who have 
been largely responsible for the revival of 
the blacksmithing and its new stature in the 
contemporary art world. The other ftve -
Ivan Bailey, Georgia; Michael Jerry, N~ 
York· Dimitri Gerakaris, New Hampshtre; 
H~an Schweigereit, Maine; and Scott 
Tabar, Massachusetts - are equally 
notable in this field for their contributions 
to the continued exploration of the 
blacksmith's art. 
the best theory that I have been able to 
derive from that facts that do exist, and the 
"information" that I have been given. 
· At the end of last school year, the social 
committee decided to have a sound system 
built for the Pub. They verbally contacted a 
few local consumer stereo stores, Including 
Tech HIFi and others, and requested a 
proposal for a system. When they received 
unsatisfactory answers to the wrong 
questions asked in the wrong way of the 
wrong people, they turned to Jerry For-
stater for the system. 
On June 16th, a proposal for $6000 was 
submitted, ostentatiously entitled: INITIAL 
DRAFT AND COST ESTIMATION FOR A 
PROFESSIONAL SOUND SYSTEM FOR 
THE WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC IN-
STITUTE GOAT'S HEAD PUB. 
Research, EngintHHing 
and Designs 
by 
Gertlld lfll Forstater 
This contract stated that a system should 
be constructed to: 
" ... be useful for both music playback 
(tapes, records, etc.) and sound rein-
forcement (singers, groupe, etc.) 
"excellent sound quality at a reasonable 
price and ease in ability to amplify a musical 
concert." 
This document went on to suggest the 
components of such e system, and to imply 
that Jerry would build the system 
described. This document was never 
signed. 
Several days later, a new contract was 
submitted and accepted. It is reprinted here 
in its entirety. 
The Contract 
Proposal and agreement for a Professional Sound System in the Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute Goat' a Head Pub: Engineering and Design: Jerald Forstater, 754 Jenkintown Road, 
Elkins Park, Pa. 19117. 215-886-5907. 
The listing below of component items and labor charges is close to maximum prices but 
are subject to change of manufacturers and suppliers costs at the time of delivery. The cost 
for the speakers is as follows: 
Price No. In 
Each System Description Total Cost 
$17.64 26 
40.32 6 
16.06 7 
5.13 24 
8" midbass driver 
13" X 9~" baas driver 
6" midrange driver 
2 Y.z" tweeter 
$458.64 
241.92 
112.42 
123.02 
TOTAL $936.00 
The remaining system costs to construct the speakers and wire the Pub are as follows: 
Shipping Charges $ 88.00 
Electric Crossover 100.00 
Wire 50.00 
Acoustic Foam 50.00 
Wood 100.00 
Hardware, Etc. 100.00 
Design and Labor Charges 1,750.00 
The total cost of the entire s~ker system is $3, 174.00. 
Upon approval of the foregotng proposal, a deposit of $1 ,991 .00 would be required on 
or before June 26, 1976. The remainder, $1 ,183.00 shall be due on or before August 16, 
1978. (con't. to page 8) 
--------------------
Lens and Lights policy release 
TO· All Users of 
Lens snd lights 
Services 
RE:Lenssnd 
lights Policy Statement 
Two years ago, the Lens and Lights Club 
released its first policy statement. Since 
then, we have further increased our ability 
to perform services for the WPI community 
through the addition of a modern sound 
system and increased liyhtlng equipment. 
The purpose ot this policy statement is to 
increase the usage of our equipment and to 
let campus groups leam how to obtain 
these services. It would be a shame to have 
a group on campus have a shoddy 
production or spend a large sum of money 
simply because they did not realize that 
there was equipment available to them at 
low cost. 
Unfortunately, the past two years have 
been a period of high inflation, which along 
wtth our mcrease in equipment, has caused 
our operating costs to soar. While these 
costs of repairs and consumables have 
increased, our income has remained the 
same. Therefore, we are forced to charge 
$25 for a full lighting or sound set·up. 
These charges reflect the average cost of 
materials and equipment maintenance for 
such an ev6nt. 
It should also be noted that for non·WPI 
organizations our fee has been increased to 
$3.00 per man-hour. Our projection costs 
have also increased, so the fee for shcteen 
millemeter projection has also been raised 
to $3.00 per bulb·hour. We regret that we 
must charge for our services, but the 
current financial climate forces us to do so. 
If you have any questions, please feel 
free to contact any of our officers. 
[cont. to page 8 
The Dudes at the Pub Dec. 13th 
The last band to play for the New Faces 
program lfrom Columbia Records) will be 
the 'Dudes". 
The Dudes shall play Saturday night in 
the Pub, Dec. 13th at 9:00 p.m. Admission 
The Dudes 
shall be 60 cents to Tech ID holders and 
$1 .50 for non-techies. There will be one 70 
minute show. 
It is only fitting that a rock 'n roll band 
destined to make history should already 
have one. The seeds for the Dudes were 
first shown in California In 1966 and 1966 
when Bob Segarini and "Kootch" Trochim 
were pioneering long hair and mod clothes 
with their band called the Family Tree. The 
British Invasion came and went and so did 
the Family Tree, leaving Segarini to join 
Randy Bishop and form Roxy Ia rock group 
which bears no relation to the current 
English aggregation Roxy Music). This 
band released one album on the Elektra 
label before evolving into the Wackers, one 
of America's all-time rock cult groups, 
which recorded four albums for Elektra, 
three of which were actually released and 
all of which did a lot better at the hands of 
the critics than they did at the hands of the 
consumers. 
Spurred on by the success of one 
Wackers single, "Day and Night," in the 
Province of Oueve, Messrs. Segarini and 
Trochim relocated themselves in Montreal 
where they immediately teamed up with a 
new drummer, Wayne Cullen, who entered 
the picture just in time to see the Wackers 
break up. But the Segarini-Trochim-Cullen 
triumvirate was not the only rock 'n roll trio 
with a past In Montreal at the time. A group 
called Silver was in the throes of disin-
tegration and another band called Mash· 
makhan had binen the dust, and it was 
from these two groups that the Dudes 
gained its other half In their new friendly 
environs of canada. 
Guitarist David Henman and drummer 
Riehle Henman, two rock 'n roll bothers, 
may be new to record players in the United 
States, but in Canada their hard rock ef-
forts with a group called April Wine is 
legend. Suffice it to say the April Wine has 
had more hit singles in Canada than Bach-
man-Tumer Overdrive, Brownsville Station 
and Bad Company combined and that 
when the Henman Bros. announced that 
they had dropped the Silwr project to join 
the Dudes, that was news. All that 
remained was tor the Dudes to round out 
their group with the acquisition of Brian 
Greenway who had distinguished himself 
as the guitarist of Mahmakhan, another one 
of Canada's top rock groups which had 
enjoyed a lot of attention over the border 
by barely a nod in the States. 
By the time 1974 had disposed of Agnew 
and Nixon, and people began to get bored 
of all the machinations of Watergate, word 
of the Dudes started to trickle down into 
the US. It was all Mark Spector could do to 
sneak away from his desk at the Columbia 
Records A&R department and into Canada 
to sign the Dudes to a recording contract 
without attracting the attention (and 
competition) of every other record com-
pany in the industry. This he accomplished, 
allowing himsetf to get down to the task of 
producing the Dudes' debut Lp, entitled 
We're No Angels. 
Released in Sept. 1975, We're No Angels 
is not immediately traceable to any par· 
ticular portion of the Dudes' lineage, 
although it is certain that none of the 
Wackers, April Wine, or Maahmakhan fans 
were disappointed by tile initial effort of 
their once and future heroes. Songwriting 
chores are divided among three of the 
members of the group, while three also 
trade off as lead vocalist at one point or 
another. Still, with all this diversity, the 
Dudes do not sound, either on We're No 
Angels or on stage, like a random amalgam 
of divergent styles: this is a band. Their first 
album, and a follow-up tour of the US and 
Canada, put the Dudes weU on their way 
towards establishing their collective group 
Identity and correcting for once and for all 
the lack of notoriety they had received In 
the United States tn their past groups. 
As Greg Shaw put it in his linear notes 
for the We're No An(/Ms lp, "rarely has it 
taken so long for a rock 'n roll band to 
approach the threshold of its ultimate 
potential...slnce 1974, rumor and 
speculation have run rampant through the 
worldwide network of fans, thousands of 
them, who by now are casting their eyes 
toward Montreal in anticipation of the rock 
'n roll phenomenon that no one who'd 
followed the progression of the Wackers 
need to be told was in the offing." The 
earliest response from critics to We're No 
Angels indicates that the ten songs which 
comprise the album succeed in realizing the 
potential of the Wackers and then some. 
And, with titles like " Fuel Injection," Rock 
'n Roll Debutante," and 'We're No 
Angels," who can argue? 
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What's teching? 
(con't. from page 7) 
What does this document mean? As 
Jerry would have it, it means very littltt. It 
contains no specifications for how the 
speaker system should perform. All It does 
state Is that Jerry should buy the drivers, 
"construct the speakers and wire the pub." 
The lack of mention of electronics is an 
important flaw in the contract. By letting 
the social committee supply these 
themselves (with Jerry's guidance, of 
coul'18), the responsibility for the per-
formance is split. But even more important, 
this contract specifies that the system was 
to be paid for out of two funds. Jerry was 
given $3200 to spend as he pleased, 
keeping the leftover as profit B_ut the social 
committee would have an Independent 
fund to pay for the electronics, and all kinds 
of other little things. 
The social committee signed the contract 
and paid the deposit of $2000, They did not 
Investigate Jerry's qualifications to build 
the system. They did not reque.t proposals 
from anyone else, either profeeaional or 
student. They did not question if the figure 
was absurdly high for the sort of speakers 
they needed. . I :..-• Deen Brown, the toaa comm ....... s 
acMeer, did qu~ theM things, and 
came out agelnat the system. He felt that 
the ca.t might be too high. He felt that 
open contract bidding should be done 
• before a contractor was choeen. But hll 
power ia S1ric:tty to ecMM, end he could not 
tel the aocill committee not to tpeOd the 
~-
1 can think of ooty two ~ for 
the lblurd dedibi that - mlde. Either 
the locilll oommm.e was toa.1tv conned bv 
Jerry, Net too lttte knowtedge of ltereO 
systems end of methoda of meldng ••• 
penditu,. to i,.,..te .,_ offer, and had 
too much ~·bbom pride to take Oeen 
• Brown'• edvict, or .. a lflghtty different 
•orv 11 conact. . 
Hunter end ROMII, the IOCiel committee 
c:o-cheinnen, were good friends of Jerry 
Foratnw. .. it poaibte that Jerry ap-
proached them tint, end suggested that he 
could ... a little money, with the IChool' • 
receipt of the atereo Deing only a ..condtlly 
concern? Ia it poaiM that they purpoeely 
w.lted until the summer ao that there 
would be no one to oppoee their plan until 
it was much too late? Or are Hunter and 
Ronne limply total foola?l'm afraid I have 
not been given a third explanation. 
The second big mist.aJce involved the 
purchaee of the electronics. While Jerry 
was not contracted to supply them, he 
adYiled the social committee of whet to 
purchaae and where. The reault was that all 
of the electronics, except for the tape 
decks, were purchased from Suffolk Audio 
in Cambridge. Suffolk Is one of thole rare 
estabhhments that does not sen at a 
discount. While a "generOU8" 10 per cent 
education dilcount was applied, thll Ia very 
little compared to whet would have been 
available elsewtlent. In fact, the power 
amp, a demo unit, was bought at a price 
which was higher than it had been 
previously advertiled for. 
Though bidding was MYer done, a WPI 
student owned organization, Natural 
Sound, heard of the system and submitted 
a bid for the Identical components at more 
than $1000 under the price that waa paid. 
While, admittedly, Natural Sound 
receives a mixed reaction around e<~mp~. I 
h8ve had satisfactory dealings with them, 
and $1000 ia nothing to scoff at without 
serious investigation. 
Rusty Hunter sava that he probably 
should have considered Natural Sound's 
offer but since he didn't like one of the pa~ (posaibly true) and the other lived 
in Colorado (totally untrue), ~cti would 
have forced him to "ship the equipment 
back to Colorado when it didn't work," ]le 
chose to ignore it Possibly he also con· 
sidered Jerry's advice In the matter. 
Jerry says he didn't buy from Natural 
Sound because he felt they were unreliable. 
Suffolk Audio, he claimed, would be able to 
do a much better job of fixing the elec· 
tronics should they break. While this was a 
reasonable concern, it must be noted that 
Suffolk offen. only the manufacturers' 
warranty, while Natural Sound offers both 
this and their own five year parts and labor 
warranty. And as we shall see from the 
case of the tape decks, the components not 
purchased from Suffolk, Jerrv:~ concern 
might not have been for reliabthty. 
Is It possible that Jerry bated Jim Lackey 
(one of the Natural Sound) partners) and 
was afraid that Jim might suggest to the 
social cc-mmittee a less expensive but more 
viable a~proach to the speakers, which 
would have left Jerry out71s it possible that 
Jerry received a kickback from Suffolk 
Audio which is well known for giving kick· 
backs ' to everyone? While this is. at least, 
likely, It was not a big source of Jerry's 
profit. Since his own inexperience had him 
spend only t1700 At Suffolk, a kickback 
couldn't have been very large. 
But what of the two tape decks, which 
were not purchased from Suffolk, and of 
which only one haa arrived? Read: 
A Ta/11 of Two TIIPII ~cks 
Big " R" made the best of decks; Big 
''T", whrle certainly not making the worst, 
made what waa generally consklefed to be 
an inferior, commercialized, deck. ( ) Both 
machinea are, of courM, good, but Big "R" 
ia a aemi-profeslional machine, while Big 
"T" Ia a lela rugged, lower quality, con· 
aumei dec!(. And in the case of the 10%" 
reel machine that the school bought, the 
price diffeNnce II dght. 
The (attlnge) reeiOn that Jerry had the ~ committee buy the decb from Hi-A 
w.rehouee, • nwfl..ordtr company in New 
Jer.ey, W11 eimply that Suffolk IOid only 
Big "R". Jerry decided that Big ''T" was a 
better deck, eince they are (he claimal the 
only company to give a two year warrenty. 
He aeema to be forgetting that Big "R" 
gives a lntime parts warranty. Poaibly 
Jerry II not as totally familiar with the audio 
lnduatry • he claims to be. Pity the 
lgnorent. 
In this explenation, and Jeny's ex-
planation of not purchaaing from Natural 
Sound he atreaetd the importance of 
rellabllky and ability to obtain aervioe. I 
<*18inly egree with him on the importance 
of thele fectors, but don't thir* they were 
hll true concern. 
In modern electronic systems, 
mechanical components are the moat llkefy 
to break down. Since the tape deck haa the 
most mechanics, it Ia the moat wtnerable 
piece. Why, then, were our decks pur· 
chased from a company with no desire or 
ability to l8fVk:e them should they break?lf 
Jerry truly cared about reliability, why 
didn't he purchaae the tape decks, above all , 
else, from a local dealer with Its own aervlce 
facilltlee, such a Suffolk or Natural Sound? 
"Should they break" Isn't really the 
question. As we know, the school pur-
chased two tape decks, but for some 
reaaon, only one has been received to date. 
This is not the ~. Both decks were 
received but one of them arriY&d brokenllt 
thus had to be mailed back to Hi-A 
warehouse to be repaired. 
But there are t860 of non-electronic 
Items in the social committee's half of the 
system budget. How waa this spent? 
Though his contract enabled him to do 
what he pleased with his $3200, Jerry's lack 
of management and electronic abilities 
helped him to nictcel-and-dime over $1000 
of it How did he do this? No credentials In 
money management were required of the 
two students barely elected to social 
committee co-chairmanship. Why are they 
allowed, without control, to spend $66,000 
of your money? I hope to conclude this 
saga next wee«. 
In the meantime, I hope that anyone with 
a reaction to this column will either contact 
me personally at 752-6188 or walt till they 
have read the remainder of the article 
before writing NfiWSpesk. 
( ) 1 have been asked, as you remember, 
not to reveal the brands purchased. But in 
• case your imagination needs an additional 
nudge, Big "A" rhymes with "box" and Big 
"T' looks like " Tech". 
FOR SALE: 
I ' 1923 "T' Bucket, 354 Chrysler Hemi, 
custom paint, 80% completed, $2300 or 8.0. 
Call 753· 7658 
Lens & Lights 
(con't. from page 1) 
The lens and Lights Club is a school 
(Student Activities Board) sponso_red 
activity, with our equipment and setVICSS 
available to the WPI community for 
reasonable use. However, due to budgetory 
limitations we are forced to charge some 
service fees, as outlined below, to cover 
wear and tear. 
For an activity run by a Student Activities 
Board organization, there will be n_? c~rge. 
For any WPI, non-SAB orgamzatton, a 
fee will be negotiated between the 
requesting organization and the Lens and 
Lights Club. The amount of this fee 
depends upon the services requested and 
the ability of the requestor to pay. 
For any non-WPI activity requiring our 
services, a fee of $3.00 per man-hour will be 
charged. 
In all of the above cases, any cost In-
curred by us, operational or rental, wi~l be 
paid by the group requesting our seMcaa. 
Example, 16mm projection costs. ua $3.00 
an hour, so wa charge the requesting group 
$3.00 per projection hour. For any request 
that requlrea us to transport equipment 
around campus, the requestor ahould rrake 
sure that the SAB-Soclal Comm1ttee 
vehicle is available for our neede, or provide 
suitable, attemate tranaportatlon. fiailure to 
do thia will ,_,.It in a t25.00 service charge. 
Our equipment II available to any ech?O' 
group or peraon for a definite funcuon 
upon approvet of tho Lens and Lights Club 
Executive Committee, and provided that a 
member of the group has been checked on 
the use of the equipment under the By-
Laws of the Lens and lights Club or has a 
qualified Lens and lights Club member in 
the group to operate the equipment. If no 
person is available to the group, then one 
club member will accompany the equip-
ment and have complete charge of it; the 
Club will be reimbursed for the service of 
that member. 
In all C818S, no matter who is concerned, 
we are asking anyone requesting our 
services to notify us a minimum of tWo 
weeks In advance, in writing, on a standard 
work request form (available from the club, 
Student Affairs, B&G, or Barbara Halll 
Including a description of the sai'Vices 
required. For any notice of less than two 
weeks, the following fees will be charged, 
In addition to any other charges or fees: 
a) leta than 2 weeks notice - $10.00. 
b) leta than 48 hours notice - $25.00. 
The reason for these steep fees is that we 
are atudents, our reason for being at WPI II 
to be students. Short notice tenda to ~use 
probltwna with finding available personnel, 
and generally pula someone in a very In-
convenient poeitlon. Late fees may be 
reduced if • club meeting occurs between 
the receipt of the requeat end the time o. 
the event 
If you have any queatlona, plaeae feel 
free to call any one of our officers, or 
contect us 111 our ~PI mail>ox, 2488. 
The following Ia a baaic list of the equipment available from the lena and Lights Club: 
Lighting: 
12 6 inch fraeuela (600 watts) 
6 9X6 lecoe (750 watts) 
4 column lights (3 colora, 91am.- per column) 
1 strobe unit 
1 Modular Dimming System (portabia lighting system) 
61ecot (1000 watts, permanently mounted In Alden Han I 
1 SCR Light control system (12 channels, Alden Hall) 
1 SCR Light control system (12 channels, Harrington Auditorium) 
Other lighting equipment may be rented from outside sources that is compatable to our 
equipment. 
Projection: 
2 18mm projectors 
1 36mm projectors (carbon arc) 
Projection with our equipment may only be done in Alden Hill. Operators are avai!-blt 
for other projectors on campua. 
Sound: 
Spaakera 
8 SRO Eliminators (low frequency) 
4 ILF Fiberglas Redial M~Frequency Horns 
4 Santry·IV Electro-Voice Tweetafa 
6121nch 2 way Olktron monitors (eeparate cabinets) 
All proper connecting cablea and a.ociated equipment. 
Ampflflera (Bf..amp system) 
1 Ling Inc. Attec lliO watt RMS continuous baaa--frequency amp 
1 G.A.S. (SAEI 400 watt Stereo mid-frequency amplifier 
Assorted pre- and power-ampllflera for monitors 
All proper connecting cables and aseociated equipment 
Miltea ( All dynamic, low impedance 3-wire balanced) 
3 SM-57 
4 UNIDYNE-111 
2 UNIPHERE-IV 
2 ELECTROVOICE 
2 ALTEC 
... 
All proper stands, cabtel and associated equipment 
Mixing Board 
Stntmp MX-12 
12 channel, low impedance, 3 wire balanced system 
OUtpUts 
Monitor, Mono, Left, Right, Reverb (External special effects generators), Bass and 
Treble plus separate channel headphone monitor l~t Padding and Electronic end PISiiYe Croeeowra 
100 foot snake for location of board In audience 
Aquatint Prints at Art Museum 
Twenty-eight aquatints will be on view at 
the Worcester Art Muteum through 
January 11 as pert of a continuing ~les ~f 
print exhibitions. The special shoWing IS 
supported by a grant from The Bozenhard 
Company, Inc. Aquatint is a printmaking 
technique which has been used by many of 
the greatest artists of the past 200 years 
and the Museum's collection Includes 
outstanding examples by Goya, Delacroix, 
Mary Cassatt, Picasso, and others. In 
recent years, contemporary artists have 
used the medium to create new effects, 
such as Lee Bontecou's abstract forms, 
David Hockney's playfully primitive 
drawing, and Alex Katz's radically cropped 
portrait, " Large Head of Ada," which was 
purchased by the Museum this year and is 
on view for the first time. 
Aquatint is one of the intaglio processes 
of printmaking, like etching, engraving, and 
drypoint, in which grooves or pita are put 
Into a metal plate. The name literally means 
"water tint" and It was used in the 18th 
century as a way of imitating watercolor 
wash drawings. Since it produces tones but 
not lines, aquatint is often used with other 
processses. The prints on view represent 
both a chronological range and the variety 
of effects derived from aquatint 
Adding Interest is a special exhi~ition 
catalogue which is also the November iSSue 
of the Worcester Art Museum Bulletin. The 
explanatory survey, "The Aqua.tlnt" with 
entries on each work and many tllustrated, 
was written by Dr. Timothy A. Riggs, 
Assistant Curator, who arranged the 
exhibition. Published three times yearly, the 
Bulletin is sent free to all Museum mem· 
bers. Individual copies may be purchased at 
the Museum Shop (price 75 cents). 
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Cagers secure 2nd in O.T. 
Engineers nip Bates 87-86 
byPudge 
There's a saying that a basketball team is 
only as good as Its big men. Up to now, 
WPI's two wins have come when Peter 
Krupinsky (33 and 27 pts., respectively) has 
played exceptionally well. That's not to say 
WPI's thrilling comeback victory over Bates 
was a one-man ahow, as Rick Wheeler 124 
pts.), Dave Seralkas (14 pts.} and Jimmy 
Brennan 113 pts.), also contributed to a 
balanced scoring· effort. 
Bates built up a nine point bulge by half 
time, mainly on the scoring of Jan Goodwin 
and Gary Bacheller and a stingy 2-3 zone 
defense that made WPI Settle for only one 
shot every time up on the floor. 
Over the first 3 ~ minutes of the second 
hllf, Batei' oubleored Tech 10..2 and it 
looked like another Hamilton rout. The 
deficit s1a~ around 14 points with 9 
minutes left in the game before the huatli~ 
WPI man-to-man defense began to pay off. 
Before you knew it, Krupineky, Wheeler 
and Brennan provided the offentiVe thrust 
to cut the teed to 8 points with 4 minut• 
left. Two clutch hoopa bV Krupineky 
WPI Cln 
.,_n 5 W IS, Wheeler 7 ICH4 It,~ l2 W 
11.Senlba70.114. MUI'1liiYI t-02, S&ackOHS, BamO 
HO,Shtn!r t•U. WIIIUmiOO.OO. ToUia3Ul-Sll7. 
..... ,., 
Bedteller I 2-2 11. 8ri11Jt I M 14, ar- I HI. Burboe 
OS•U, C.mpbell OMO. ~0 l·ll, Goodwin I 1-7 Jl. 
.lcwce • w 13, Maroil 4 J.4 11, McMMier o M 0. Rlllfln o 
0.0 0. Smltb I 0.0 2. ToWIJI ..... 
IATES JV 1111 
Sle¥- ......... ..., ... u. Bou•ier 7 2-2 ... 5th-
met. u .. I, SWNtU 14 7, .w-0 0.0 0. lMIM l M 2. 
Deao o 0.0 o. Tol.ala a M a. 
WPIJV CUI 
DIWIIIIo I 2-3 I. JaeilllMn ~ 1·2 6. KeUeba' 5 2-2 12. 
Cholnlerel0.04.Dohertlt?Hit. BMderm l 1-13. Travv 
I H 1. TCJCala 21 11-14 U. 
HAMIL'IOIII '"' Jadllan 4 4 U. GuY I t 4, KJ.ailbwiiO I ._ l\rtlari:Yck 5 
311. eoomt.t 02. Oliver 10 a zs. K.llldarf 2 o 4. O'Neill oo 
O.SmllbU to. CwranOOO. Totll•ttll. 
resulting from steals by Wheeler and 
Brennan and a Wheeler tree throw helped 
cut the lead to one point with 37 seconds 
left. Bates countered with Its own free 
throw before a Wheeler pass found 
Seraikas all alone undernearth for the 
bucket to tie the game and send the game 
into overtime. 
WPI controlled the tap to start the 
overtime and a Krupinsky hoop got the 
large crowd on its feet before "Feet" 
Krupinsky fouled out. Bates then built up a 
3 point lead with 2:17 left when pressure 
free throw shooting by Wheeler and Bob 
Stack, who along with AI Barry and 
Tennyson Williams provided the much 
needed bench strength down the stretch, 
gave WPI a one point lead with 1:31 to go. 
Bates employed good bell control and drew 
two WPI fouta to regain a one point lead 
before Wheeler let fly a 20-foot jumper 
from the comer with less than 20 seconds 
left to give WPI its second victory In three 
games. 
The WPI JV'a lost to the Bates JV's in 
the prelimi!'8ry game. 62-53. 
WPI ,., 
BrellnaniO II. ~Y4210. Mlll'llil11 0 2.Seralkla 
U4, wt.elw II 1 U, BarTy 12 4, Stack I 02, WUIIaml2 1 
5. sa.er :lt4. Totab liOI• 
"Oitt'Eil'Ett c 111 
Bnnnan a 2-2 e. WhieMt 4 1 .. sa. Proptne.Q 14 w s:~. 
SeraikuU410,Murphy OJ.31,Siadi5H 10, Sherw 10. 
02, BaiT)' OHO. Totalalll1·a11. 
WESL.EYAN U11 / 
Shlvls 1 t·2 s. Poeet • l-3 t, cornwall 2 o.o •· 
~ 1 •u 22. Adamek 1 w 11. c.-wry o z-2 2. • 
Loder 0 1-2 I. f'arrcJI2 WI. Pllillllll7 M 14, Bell 0 NO. 
Totala SO 17·• 77. 
WPI JV 1•1 
Cholnlere t w ~. DIMUJio 2 2-2 o. Ja~ n a 0.0 e. 
Kelleher 10 W 25, OS ~21. Broolls 0 M O,l>urbU I 0.0 2. 
LoMPio 0 MO. Rollll 0 0.0 0, Traver 1 l·U, To!UIU!I ~~~~~~ 
Cll. 
WORCESTER JUNlOR 1411 
Debet 0.02.Daberty,52-412. CUU.OMO. HanavUIS I· 
27. Ktily 12 .... Myon 20.04. Ray 51·2 u. Ritter I HI. 
Ta&als ta U.:IS 41. 
------·-·---- -----
Hockey team remains unbeaten 
by The Turk 
The WPI hockey team got oH to a fine 
start this past week. The season's opener 
pttted the ice men against a tough 
Assumption team. Joe Menard scored for 
WPI at 15:20 of the first period with assists 
going to Jim Leary and Dave Blackstone. 
WP1 remained in the lead until 3:23 of the 
second period when Rich Pelletier of 
Assumption scored to tie it at one goal 
apiece. The score remained deadlocked for 
··'the remainder of the second period which 
featured close checking and some fierce 
body contact by both teams. 
Assumption went ahead 3 to 1 early in 
the third period on goals by Pelletier and 
Geigle. The Assumption six stayed ahead 
by playing fine defense and keeping WPI 
boxed into its own end. 
With 4:15 left to play, Ed Shea of the 
Engineers scored on a fine rink length rush 
to make it 3-2 With l :12 left In the game, 
Shea poked home a goal to·give WPI a last 
minute tie. Dick Fair, Jim Mastarlerz and 
John Janas all played brilliantly in goal for 
WPI. 
On Wednesday, the team traveled to 
Randolph to play Cu!ry College, a teem 
~hich last year had soundly trounced WPI 
8·1. This year it was a different story. With 
a much improved club, the Engineers 
whipped Curry 7-2. The all· junior line of Joe 
Menard, AI Riggieri and Dave Blackstone 
took the spotlight on this night. Menard 
and Rlggieri paced the team with two goals 
each. Freshmen Dave Freni and Greg 
O'Halloran scored one apiece and co-
captain Ed Shea netted one also to give 
WPI iu first win of the season. 
Friday afternoon the team played an 
away game against the University of Rhode 
Island at the Mid-State Arena in East 
Greenwich. R. I. This was WPI's first at· 
tempt at competition against such a school 
with a large student body to draw talented 
hockey players frame. The Engineers 
performed admirably with the line of Greg 
O'Hallaran, Dave Freoi and Mike Walker 
accounting for six goals. O'Halloran netted 
the hat trick scoring 3 goals. He later ac· 
counted the hat trick to his ·•new stick." 
Walker scored tw1ce and Freni scored one. 
Ed Shea and Jim Leary scored the other 
two goals. Jim Mastarlery played well 
against the URI team making several key 
saves. The final score saw WPI taking an 8-
5 win home with them. 
This year's team features several im-
provements over last year's. One notable 
improvement is in goaltending. The 
Engineers have the m.t set of goalies in 
recent years, with Di~ Flair, Jim Mastarlet'y 
and John Janas all playing equally well 
This fact, 3 strong forWai'd lines and 11n 
exceptional defenae melee the teem's 
chances for a winning season very good. 
Their record now stands as unbeaten. two 
wins and one tie. 
last night (Monday) the teem played 
Stonehill College at their home rink in 
Webster Sq. The game was too tate to be 
included in this week'~ Newsp•llk. 
However, Ttlursdey, Dec. 11, WPI plays 
cross-town rivals, Clartt u~. at 8:4& 
p.m. and Saturday meets Bendey College 
in what could be its t~ game thiB 
season if past veen are an lnclcation of 
Bentley's teems. WPI will face off agaiOil 
Bentley at 4 p.m. AH ~ this week Will 
lJe played at Webster Square Arena on 
Main St. right here in good old Worcester. 
The team looks promiling and has the 
talent for a fine season. Wtyy not take a 
break from cranking and come down and 
support your team. 
I.M. Basketball 
by Kevin Hutings 
On the young Intramural baaketball 
season the general trend of games has aeen 
the good teams playing the less talented 
ones. This has resulted in predictably wide 
margins of victory such as 86 to 16, 79 to 
12, n to 16 and 73 to 11. This kind of 
acoring wilt continue lmo term C when the 
better talented teams will match up. Till 
then only the metchups between mediocre 
tNmS will produce any kind of good game. 
The breakdown of each league for the 
first week follows: 
Lambda Chi ILCAI) took its first two 
games by wide margins, In League A OYef 
PSK IBI and SAE 12). Fiji IAI, teem that 
Enainnr All-Stars 
ANnd King Jr .• Jelwt Maxouris of 
the WPI soccer tMm .... Mike 
Walbr In football have been Mmed 
to all-star ...-• in tlletr ....,.alve 
sporb. 
Ki.. W81 Mlected te tiM New 
Eftlland Col .... All-Star t .. m. tt. 
led WPI In scoring and set a ICMel 
career record for t.tal poiftb scered. 
Maxouria was given an honorable 
mention on the 141uad. letlt •mad 
the rtght te parttc~ttaa 1ft the 
University Division-Coil• Dlvllloft 
all-star pme in Springfield on Dec. 
7. 
Walker, WPI's multi-talented 
wide receiver, was naiMd te the 
IINII col.... All-American ... m. 
Mike caught 42 receptions fw t21 
yards, an averal8 of 116 per ....... 
the key factor In WPI ra'*l"' flnt 
or second In Mttonal paulftl of. 
....... 
Newspeak and WPI eoftttratulata 
ttMMath ...... 
could challenge LCA 111 for the tide, won 
its only start by the score of 88 110 12 with 
four double ftgUre ac:oNn. 
Mary Paglione w• ~ lingle game 
scorer tor the first week in t..gue A • he 
led Morgan Hall ~ Theta Clti with 21 
points. 
L.-gue 8 W8l hijltlgiMd br Mille 
Walker's 24 points M Sia Ep (SPB) roiMI 
over ·LCA (3) by the ICOf8 ol73 110 11. PSK 
(AI fottowed .uit with aM liD 18 .-dng af 
LCA (31, Howe threw in 20 for PSK IAJ. 
SAE'e number one teem - 8ldlnded to 
beat Tex'a 8ogua Boya 16-21l who were 
led by j. Fi~ (18 paine~~. 
Lee.gue Chad the b..a....,... cf ..._. 
for the first week • lzzy Cakln ICIOfed 31 
end 20 fOI' owr the H. s-g in gerne. 
against SPE (3) and ATO (2). Wille BSU 
had the highelt JM*rt prodl.ctiapl of the 
week • they scored an _, • to 1a 
victory oyer wsu. 
Leegue D hid ~ 0tnttt .,._ ol110t1a as 
the Dllniela s~ 1ec1 b¥ c. ,.. .. 111 
with 19 poinu, beet the Celta. who We~e 
milaing Ed Haka, by the ..,.. ol57 to 615; 
Ttie IRA had a rather.-ywina..FUI (C), 
by the ~Core of 40 to :rt. ATOm bounced 
back to beat FUI lCI with - goad 
detenle. 30-6. 
Now a hopefully new addld .,._,,.., t:/1 
this article will be .. -·hMI a ~ .a:. 
atar Team" 11 determined b¥ dw wriMr. 
' Thla wiA only continue as long 81 C8pUiiM 
tum in their 8eotel to coecn King 01' Jot. 
Forster. 
This Weeks ...... are: 
lzzy Colon - OVer the Hll Genu; Mile 
Walker - Slg Ep (1); MMy Pagliol• -
Morgen Hell; Jim Howe - PSK lA); C. 
Peiellier - Daniel S'*"*-
WPI Home Varsity llasWball Schedlli 
Dec. 12, Friday 
J•n. 7, Weclnesuy 
J•n. 10, SaturMy 
J•n. 31, SaturMy 
Feb. 4, Wednesday 
Feb.6, Fr..._y 
Feb. 13, Friday 
Feb. 18, Wednesday 
Feb. 21, S.turclay 
BowdrMit 
Newark Col. of E ... 
Alllherst 
Lowell 
Brandeis 
Colby 
Coast Gwtrd 
Wllll•ms 
Suffolk 
•=• ...... 
·=·lUll· 
•=• ...... 
•=•lUll . 
•=•-. .. . 
•=•-. .. . •=•~tom. 
•=•-. .. . 
•=•, ... . 
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WPI grapplers win 27-21 
The WPI wrestling team opened its 1975 
76 season Thursday In Alum,i Gym 
defeating Boston College 27-21 . Henry 
Daley opened the match at 118 points 
winning a four point decision. Ken Aass, at 
126 points then outpointed his opponent 
for a 3 point decision. Mike Beaudoin at 134 
points proceeded to pin his opponent 
giving WPI a 13·0 lead. WPI then hit a dry 
spill not picking up any points until the 1n 
pound class, where Tom Pajonas picked up 
5 points by defeating his opponent by more 
than 12 pom.s 
With the last two we1ght classes deciding 
who would win the match, Bob Wmters at 
190 pounds pinned his opponent. Then 
heavywe1ght Gerry Batchelder wrestled his 
opponent to a draw 
WPI. although w1nmng the match, lost 
its co-captam Jim Gorman for the season. 
Gorman sustained torn ligaments in his left 
knee in h1s match 1n the 142 pound class. 
WPI HOME WRESTLING SCHEDULE 
Dec. 13, Saturday - Bowdoin College 
Jan. 13, Tueaday - Coaat Guard 
2:00p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
Jan. 17, Saturday - RPI & Williams 
Feb. 7, Saturday- lowell Unlv. 
HTICE 
Watch found at Notis Pizza. 
If identified, can be claimed. 
See Bud. 
The Annual 
CHRISTMAS VESPERS 
with the 
WPI Glee Club ancl Skidmore Chorus 
Sunday, becemlter 14, 1975 
2100 p.m. 
The WPI Black Film Arts Festival 
JANUARY~U 
"THE STEREOTYPES" 
J•nu•ry 5, Mondlly - "Black History: Lost, Stolen, or Str•yed" with .alii Cosby •net 
"Stow Poke" with Stepln Fetct.lt. 
J•nuary 6, Tue~CUy - "Fut Fr-'lht" with 11te Little R•.c•ls and "Check •nd Double 
CMctl" wlttt Amos 'n' Aitdy •nd Duke Elll....,... 
J•nNry 7, W-..-y- " Sanden of 1M River" wlttt Paul Robeson and NIM ~e 
McKiltney ... "TM Quiet OM" wittl O.vicl Thompson. 
J•-.ry I. T~y - "c.biD la 1M Sky" ... turiq EcMie " Roches1w" AnMnofl, 
Leu HarM, • ..._. Waters, Duke Elllft9t0n, •ncl Louis Armstrong. 
J•nuary 12. MoftMy-"Cry, tltelelovN Coufttry" wlttl Sidftey .-oft fer •nd C.NU Lee. 
J•nNry 1J, T...Uy - "TM BCactrboard Junwle" wlttl Sidney Pottier •nd..Giettn Font. 
J•nuary M, w.-...y- "H ...... a.t a ~, ... turiq Ivan Dixon, Abbey Lincoln, Glor,. Foster, Hd .full• Hwrls. 
Jan...,-y 15, T...,.._.y- "Five 011 1M Black Hand Side" wlttl Glynn Turman, Leon.rd 
Jactrson, J•'Mt Du8of1, Virtilll• C.pen, •nd ottt.s. 
AJI film• will be shoWn In the SemiMr Room at 1M o.n1on Llbr•ry at worc.....-
Pofytedulk tnstttvte n 4:M p.m ., except J•nuarv 7 at 3:31p.m. 
, 
. 
TERM C NOTE• 
COURSE ESIOCH 
lntro M•terl•l Science 
Bookstore will have limited quantity of: 
. 
Van Vlack: Elements Material Science 3rd ed. 
students may use above, 
or any of following for the course: 
Van Vlack: Elements Material Science 2nd ed.-
or 
Van Vlack: Material Science for Engineers 
.-
... 
NOW is the time to fmd used copies via bulletin board notes! 
Ken Rass on route to victory ag11inst Boston College. 
photo by Gariepy 
Pistol team shooting big time 
by Rich Bor(lllult 
In only their second year of competition, 
the WPI Pistol Team is doing very well, 
with a 7-4 record in Worc881er County 
Pistol League competition, and 1-2 in In· 
tercollegiate, but could be ~. 
Practicing for comp.Jtition tinea October 
of 74, the WPI Rifle and Pistol Club's teem 
had their first match during lntersesaion of 
last year. The intercoll~iate team is now 
shooting against national competition. 
They have beaten Newark College of 
Engineering 'nd 1081 to the U. S. Merchant 
Marine Academy (King' s Point, N. Y.l and 
the Coast Guard Academy. Upcoming 
matche• are against (MIT) national 
champion), Air Force Academy, University 
of Pennsylvania, Anntpolia, Viltanova, 
West Point, and Boston State. 
The WCPL competition is 8glin8t. loCal 
pistol clubs and auorted other teams, _., 
as the Worc81ter Police ~t (Who 
the WPI tMm ~l. ,. 
In the ""'* recent I"PPtch at ~ time, 
December 3, against NORCO ~on Co. I, 
*: 
* * 
* *  * 
* * * * : : 
the team won, 1344-1280, considered quite 
a margin. High scorers were: Prof. Welt 
Kistler • 288, John C8ulmare - 274, Ed 
Menard - 261 , Steve Albino · 261, and Mike 
Wagner - 260. Also shooting for the teem 
are: President, Phil McNamara, Ken Korcz, 
Doug Knowles, Doug Christenson, fresh-
men Paul Cantrell and Eric Northrup, and 
Sam Kistler, Prof. Kistler's 13-year-old son. 
Missing was frequent number 2 shoot«, 
Joe Sperber. 
Scoring is on the basis of three 100 point 
tergets per shooter. The five high scorn 
for elch team are totaled against each 
other, giving the 1344-1280 score. 
Any of the teem members could score in 
ttie top five in a given meet, while 
trequentty Prof. Kistler and Joe Sperber run 
1·2 in WCPL and Joe shoots fim in in-
tercoflegia_te, Prof. Klatter not being eligible. 
Next match i8 11.1oncMv. December 8 
agefriat leominster and December 11 
-u-intt No. Brookfield. 
* .... 
* * 
* : 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
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* * 
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* * 
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* * : · 
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: * : : 
* : : : 
* * : 
* *  ' # # 
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THE 
TAXco FizZ: 
* 2 oz. jose Cuervo 'Thquila . 
*Juice from one lime (or 2 tbsp.) 
* 1 tsp. sugar 
* 2 dashes orange bitters 
* White of one egg 
* A glass is quite helpful, too. 
JOSF. CUERV06 TEOUIL.A 10 PROOF. 
IMPORTED AND COT1"L.I£0 BY Cl JQ7l, flEUBL.EIN,INC., HARTFORD, CONN 
: * 
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The second generation is here. 
Hewlett-Packards newest calculators 
make uncompromising Christmas gifts. 
WORCESTER TECH iOOKSTORE 
HEWLETT-PACKARD representative will be in the Wedge 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 11th 11 a.m.-3 p.m. 
For your unhurried look at the uncompromising 
H-P CALCULATORS 
Especially \\'hen you're on the receiving end. 
One of our second generation calculators can save you 
countless hours and errors en route to your diplomn ami 
on the job thereafter. Each offers problem-c:;olvin4 telh-
nology you probably \ \ On't find on competitive calculntorc; 
for years to come, if ever. 
New low price. 
HP-21 Scientific~ 
$}00.00*. 
The llP-21 makes short work of the technical calcula-
tions even so-called " non-technical" courses require today. 
It perfom1s all arithmetic, log and trig calculations auto-
matically. It's also the only calculator at itc: price that offers 
full display formattin~: you can choose between fixed deci-
mal and $cientiAc notation. 
If you ,;ced a calculator that docs more than simple 
arithmetic, this is it-especially at its new, just-in-time-for 
Christmas price. 
New ·. 
HP-22 Business-$165.0«r. ' ' 
The l-IP-21 takes the starch .out of the calculations you 
face in business courses today, in mana~ement tomorrow. 
You can solve most time-value-of-money problems io sec-
onds. You can breeze through business math calculations 
(logs, roots, %s, etc.) And, most important, you can U£e 
the HP-~'2's statistical functions to build existing data into 
more reliable forecasts. No other calculator at an( price 
offers you a comparable combination of financia , math 
and stat capabilities. 
New. 
HP-25 Scientific -ble, 
$]95.00*. 
Our HP-25 does everything our HP-21 can do-and 
much, much more. It's programmable, which means it can 
solve automatically the countless repetitive problems every 
science and engineering student faces. With an liP-25, 
you enter the keystrokes necessary to solve a repetitive 
problem only once. Thereafter, you just enter the variables 
and press the Hun/Stop key for an almost instant answer 
accurate to 10 digits. You ~a in time, precision, flexibility. 
All three offer you HP's efficient I~PN logic system that 
cuts keystrokes and scratch pads. All three are easy to 
use (e.g., the IIP-25 requires no prior programming 
experience). 
And all three are almoc;t certainly on display at your 
bookstore.** Test them. Choose yours. Then drop a subtle 
hint to someone who doesn't know what to get you for 
Christmas. Such as mailing them a brochure. 
HEWLETT' PACKARD 
Sales and -;crvil.c from 17'1. offic.co; in 65 count ric ... 
Dept. 65SD, Jll310 Pruncridgc Avenue, Cupertino, Ct\ 'l'iOfl 
•<;u •n""1N r~uil ,Wi<~ tlt"1uJin~ .arrlhJhk- \t.11t ;al')d lrK.1I t.l'lfi-(..nnttnM\ul U c; ~I.a.,\ l • 1 t;wJIJ 
"It nol, ••II V) HS·7'l'» fin C.lif ><llO ,,, ''~'Jiq• lh< .,.,. o• • ohh nur you ull/7<• 
What's Happening? 
Tuesday, Decemlter 9 
FILM: " Humain Trop Humain" and " New York, New York," WPI Cinematech, Alden 
Hall. 7:30 p.m. 
SPEAKER: " Welfare," Gerald Nugent of Mass Public Welfare, Anna Maria Con· 
temporary Awareness Sertes, Campus Center, 7:30 p .m. 
Weclne~day, Decemlter 10 
SPEAKER: Kate Millet, euthor and feminist, WPI Spectrum, Alden Hall, 8 p.m . 
PUB: Bump & Boogie, Goat's Head Pub, 9 p.m. 
Thursday, December 11 
ELECTION: Social Committtte, Daniels Hall, 10 a.m.·4 p.m: 
COLLOQUIUM: " Virtual Computer Systems," William Poduska of Prime Computer, 
Higgins lab 101, 4 p.m. (coffee at 3:30) 
CONCERT: WPI Brass Choir & Wind Ensemble, Alden Hall, 7:30p.m . 
CONCERT: Clark University's Choral Society, A~ood Hall, 8:15p.m. 
Friday, December 12 
FILM:" A Star is Born," Social Committee Free Flicks, Alden Hall, 8 p.m. 
ART: ' 'The Materials and Techniques of Sculpture," Tri·College Gallery Exhibition, 
Worcester Art Museum,· through January 12. 
Saturday, Decemlter 13 
PARTY: Faculty Children's Christmas Party, Higgins House, 2 p.m . 
CONr,ERT: "The Dudes," presented by WPI Social Committee. Pub, 9:00 p.m . Adm . 50 
cents. 
Sunday, December 14 
FILM: "The last Detail," lena & lights, Alden Hall, 7:30,9:00 p.m . $1 .00 
CONCERT: Christmas, WPI Glee Club, Alden Hall, 3·4 p.m. 
Monday, December 15 
COLLOQUIUM: " Chemical Engineering Aspects of Packed and Tray Towers - Em· 
phasis of Tower Packing," John Eckert of Norton Company, Goddard 217, 4:15 p.m. 
(coffee at 4) 
Tuesday, December 16 
PARTY: WPI women's club Christmas Party, Social Hour at 6:30p.m ., dinner at 7:30 P·~ · 
photo by Bryce Granger 
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